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ited PreaarInternational In Our 90th Year
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Communii,,," Newspaper
Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, March 28, 1969 10* Per Copy
Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
Vor. LXXXX. No. 74
XPANSION IN LOCAL SYSTEM REVIEWED
nks to the Second Grade of
bertson School for the nice
r.
re it is. "Dear Mr. Willis=
e had a nice time. We did not
ow how the papers were
de, and now we do. We en-
yed it very much. We think
for our papers we got. We
ed the typewriter that work-
by itself the best. We are
dying about community help-
and now we know one.
ur friends, Robertson See-
d Grade."
nit you very much young
es and gentlemen, for this
ll written letter.
thanks to Carnie Hendon
the nice note. Carnie has
tired" you know.
luck to Phil Mitchell.
(Continued on Page Ton)
--Wooden Is
gOW Officer
Glenn C. Wooden of Murray
was reelected treasuggr of the
Woodmen of the World Life
Insurance Society at the meet-
ing which closed Tuesday at
the Kentucky Hotel, Louisville.
Reelected as trustee was
inmes Harmon, also of Murray.
... Wilbur Ritter of Falmouth
41aa named as president to suc-
ceed Thomas W. Hines of Bowl-
ing Green. C. W. Goodwin, nat-
ional secretary of WOW, Oma-
ha, Nebraska, installed the of-
ficers at the closing session on
Tuesday morning.
Louie B. Nunn, Governor,
Commonwealth of Kentucky,jieve the main address at the
Mad biennial banquet held Mon-
f3sy evening. Mrs. Loretta Jobs
o, Murray gave the invocation
Ear anthe b quet and was in
ge of a special ceremony
/
Tau Phi Lambda on Sunday
I afternoon. 
Max Hurt of Kirksey, past
' POW president, gave a eulogy
tpr the deceased state officers
at the Monday afternoon meet-
Sig.
Waylon Rayburn, executive
pice-president, formerly of Mur-
Pay, spoke at the Sunday after-
noon camp initiation.
Attending from Murray and
Calloway County were Mr. and
Mrs. Buford Hurt, Mr. and Mrs.
ames Parker, Mr. and Mrs.
ax Hurt, Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
ooden, Mr. and Mrs. T.C. Col-
Mr and Mrs. Glen Richer-
n, MK and Mrs. Clarence Hor-
, Gordon Crouch, Thomas
ruggs, Charlie Townsend, W.
. Vaughn, Bob Ba/sell, James
annon, Mrs. Birdie Parker,
. B, Idelugin. Mrs. Loretta
s, Mrs. Glenda Smith, Mrs.
'via Carrico, and Mrs. Linda
ugh.
be R. Nance Now
!Recuperating At
ome After Wreck
oe R. Nance of near Lynn
ve is now recuperating at
home after having been dis-
r
ed from the Henry Coun-
nn., on Wednesday.
General Hospital, Paris,
Nance was inlured in an au-
mobile accident on Saturday,
about rch 15. ut 2:45 o'clock in
t 
morning on the highway
from Paris, Tenn., to Tri City.
'The C.atioway County man
Wes driving a hook-up enroute
to his home after having been
the car sales in Memphis,
nn.
Nance ran off the shoulder
lost control of the car,
ing the back car to jack-
ife and the front car to hit
telephone pole. Both cars
re reported a total loss The
ident was investigated by
Tennessee State Police.
Nance received broken ribs,
<vision, and chest injuries
the accident end was hospit-
at 'the Henry County
pital.
Rev. Stephen G. Mazak, Jr.
Rev. Mazak Named
President Luther
Robertson PTA
Rev. Stephen G. Mazak, Jr,
was elected as president of the
Luther Robertson Elementary
School Parent-Teacher Associat
ion at the meeting held Mon-
day evening at the school.
Other officers elected were
Mrs. Jere Stripling, second
vice-president; Mrs. Carl Oak-
le,secretary; Mrs. Joe Grogan,
treasurer. The position of first
vice-president will be filled at
-a' later date.
The guest speaker for the
meeting was Dr Charles Han-
n of the psychology depart-
ment of Murray State Univer-
sity who spoke on "Needs and
Wants of Youth".
Mrs. Willie Gillium gave the
Ovation.
The retiring president, Mrs.
James Johnson, presided and
said there was still a need for
volunteers for the safety patrol
on Locust Street each day af-
ter school when the traffic is
heavy.
Delegates to the spring con-
ference of the PTA at Reid-
land on Saturday are Mrs. Lar-
ry Daniels, Mrs. Joe Grogan,
Mrs. E. C. Wallin, and Mrs.
James Johnson. The publicity
book of the PTA has been sent
for Judging.
The room count was won by
Mrs. Murl Robertson's first
grade.
Girls serving as baby sitters
for the evening were Brands
Ladd, Martha Ladd, Debbie
Goodridge, Becky Terhune, and
Janey Kent.
Police Report
Fracas Here With
Two Being Injured
ci •
The Murray Police Depart-
ment received a call this morn-
ing about 2:10 that Willard
Thweatt, age 53, of Almo had
alleged been beaten up.
Sgt. Martin Wells said that
Thweatt's son had taken his
father to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital after he arriv-
ed home injured.
Wells, along with S. Ed
Knight and Patrolmen J. D.
Grogan and Dwain Elkins, went
to the hospital to investigate.
Sgt. Wells said Thweatt told
(Continued on Back Page)
Hugh P. Dix
Passes Away.
Hugh Pony Dix of Almo
Route One was claimed by
death Wednesday at three p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 79 years of
age and his death followed an
Illness of two years.
The deceased was a retired
carpenter. He and his family
had moved to Calloway County
from Stewart County, Tenn.,
about ten years ago.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Euple Hargrove Dix of Almo
Route One; two daughters, Mrs.
C. L. Wallace and M. V. Rich-
ardson of Granite City, Dl;
seven sons, Dean and Dale Dix
of Murray, Kenneth who is serv-
ing with the U.S. Navy at Mem-
phis, Tenn., Wilburn, Hugh,
Jim, and Harvey, all of Granite
City, ni.
Also surviving are two sis-
ters, Mrs. Fannie Hackworth of
Collinsville. Ill., and Mrs. Bir-
die Littlejohn of Dover, Tenn.;
four brythers, Barney of Anna,
M., Ell of Brandenburg, Hob-
ert of Collinsville, M., and
James of Granite City, Ill.;
twenty grandchildren; five great
grandchildren.
Puneral services were held
today at two p.m. at the First
Baptist Church, Dover, Tenn.,
with Rev. Thomas Fortner of
Murray officiating.
Burial was in the Murray Me-
morial Gardens in Calloway
County with the arrangements
by the Milligan Funeral Home
Of Dover, Tenn.
Civitans Plan
Pancake Day
The Murray Civitan Club will
hold its annual pancake day on
Saturday, March 29, according
to Dr. Bobby McClellan, presi-
dent of the club.
Rudy's Restaurant and the
Maple Leaf Restaurant will host
the event from four a.m. to
eight p.m.
The specialty of the day will
be pancakes served with syrup
and choice of bacon or sausage
and coffee.
Tickets can be purchased
for $1.00 from any Civitan or
they can be purchased at the
door for the same price. Tickets
entitle one to all the pancakes
one can eat or may be exchang-
ed for two sandwiches and one
drink.
The proceeds from this event
will be used by the Civitans to
promote civic and charitable
projects with the larger portion
of Saturday's proceeds going to
the Day Care Center for Re-
tarded Children.
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
The women's record for
throwing a 2-pound rolling pin
Ii 135 feet 8 inches set by Anita
Jenkins of the United States on
July 17, 1965 at Stroud, Okla.
•
NEW STAFF — Mr. and Mrs. Vade Bolton, Jr., former-ly of Murray, recently joined the staff of the First Baptist
Church of Richmond. Bolton will serve as youth director andleader of congregational singing. Mrs. Bolton, as minister of
music, will be responsible for the choir program of the
church. They both will do solo work. From Paducah theBeltons have been Involved In educational and youth activ-
ities for a number of years in schools and churches In West-
ern Kentucky. Bolton was a former minister of music at the
Murray Memorial Baptist Church
•
iKE The above photo of former President Dwight D. Nisenhower was cria,de Febin his suite at Walter Reed Army Medical Center in Washington.
BULLETIN
Pre-aChing Mission
At First Christian -
Closes Tonight
James Seale, President of the
Kentucky Association of Christ-
ian Churches and Minister of
the Christian Church in Mt.
Sterling, will conclude his
Preaching Mission to First
Christian Church, Murray, to-
night at 7:30.
"The Good News For Today"
has been his theme for these
services, which began on Sun-
day, March 23. Tonight he will
be discussing the role of the
Church in today's world, and
the response of individual
Christians.
A native of Middlesboro, Mr.
Seale is a graduate of Transyl-
vania College and Lexington
Theological Seminary. He has
served congregations in Erlang-
er and Pikeville, in addition to
Mt, Sterling.
The music for tonight's 7:10
service will be presented by
Larrie Clark of the Music De-
partment of M.S.U., and by the
Junior Choir of First Christ-
ian Church, under the direct-
ion of Mrs. William Porter.
Registration for First Grade
students, residing in the Cal-
loway County School District
and who will be attending
school next fall was announced
today.
The following schedule will
be observed:
Almo — March 31 at,. am.
Faxon — March 31 at 1 p.m.
Kirksey — April 1 at 1 p.m.
Lynn Grove — April 2 at 1
p.m.
New Concord — April 4 at
8:30 a.m.
Hazel — April 4 at 1:00 p.m.
Parents are urged to be pre-
sent at those times indicated.
It will not be necessary for
the children to be present.
The school system needs to
have certain information in or-
der that plans for the fall can
be made and supplies and books
can be ordered.
Pre-registration
For First Grade
Announced Today
Cancer Film Will
Be Shown At Meet
Faxon Mothers Club
"Prognosis, Hope," a film on
cancer in women, prepared by
the American Cancer Society,
will be shown Wednesday, April
2, at 1:30 p. m. at the regular
monthly meeting of the Faxon
Mothers Club.
"This film will be of interest
to every woman, and especially
those who have had a friend
or loved one to have carter.
The meeting is open to every
one in the community and all
ladies are urged to attend," a
spokesman said.
The meeting will be held in
the 7th Grade room.
New officers will be elected
for the school year 1969-70.
Mrs. Mabel Redden's second
grade will be in charge of the
devotion.
ninereiresemonelem
e Dies
Long Fight
WASHINGTON 431% — Dwight
D. Eisenhower, the victorious
allied commander of World War
LI who went on to become Amer-
ica's President in peacetime,
died at 12:25 p. m. EST. He
was 78.
The famed general Of the
Army, who served two terms
in the White House as the na-
tion's 34th President, succumb-
ed at Walter Reed Army Misch
cal Center.
Death ended a tong and val-
iant battle Eisenhower had
waged against illness dating
back to his first heart attack in
1955 late during his first term.
He had been in Walter Reed
almost one year with a string
of four heart attacks, surgery
and pneumonia in February, and
congestive heart failure in
March.
The announcement said Eis-
enhower's passing was "peace-
ful and he experienced no dis-
tress."
Mrs. Eisenhower and the for-
mer president's immediate fam-
ily "were nearby" when he died,
the hospital said. -
President Nixon was on his
way from the White House to
Walter Reed when the announc-
cement was made.
Maj. Gen. Frederic Hughes,
hospital commander who made
the death announcement, said
the general succumbed "after a
long and heroic struggle against
overwhelming illness."
Hughes said that other mem-
bers of Eisenhower's family a-
long with President Nixon and
the nation's other two living
ex-Presidents Harry S. Truman
and Lyndon B. Johnson were
immediately notified of his
death.
Hughes, reading from a pre-
pared statement, said that all
further arrangements for the
state funeral ,were now in the
hands of military command for
the District of Columbia.
He also said in lieu of flow-
ers the Eisenhower family wish
donations be made to charities
of the former President's choi-
ce. They included Eisenhower
College in New York State,
the People to People Program
Freedom Foundation and the
Dwight David Eisenhower Foun-
dation for Cerebral Palsy, and
the Eisenhower Exchange Fel-
lowship Inc.
Eisenhower's remarkable re-
covery from his heart. attacks
continued until Feb. 22 when be
developed an acute intestinal
obstruction.
2 1969.
Traffic Collision
Reported In City;
50th For Month
The 50th traffic collision in
the city of Murray for the
month of March is reported to-
day, according to the investigat-
ing report filed by the Murray
Police Department. No injuries
were reported.
Cars involved were a 1902
Dodge four door owned by Myr-
tle L. Winchester and driven
by Leonard Carlie Winchester,
1610 Ryan Avenue, and a 1967
Pontiac tuo door owned by
Donald E. Tress and driven by
Leta Adams Treas, Doran Road.
Police said Winchester, go-
ink west on Sycamore Street,
pulled up and stopped waiting
for a school bus to turn left
from 16th to Sycamore. As Win-
chester pulled out he collided
with the Tress car going north
on 16th Street, according to
the police report.
Damage to the Winchester
car was on the left front fender
ari headlight, and to the Tress
can on the right rear fender
and quarter panel.
Contract Awarded for Sewer
Line; Extensions Reported
The bid of The Tilford
Plumbing and Heating, Inc. of
Paducah, Kentucky for con-
struction of the Bee Creek sew-
erage line and pumping stat-
ion was accepted by the City
Council last night. Bids on the
major sewerage construction
were opened at the council
meeting on March 13.
Tilford bid $292,504.32 on the
Bee Creek line which extends
Two Named
State Judges
- M. H. Ryan and Miss Rubie
E. Smith of Murray have been
named along with 23 other per-
sons by Gov. Louie B. Nunn as
judges who will evaluate Ken-
tucky's school systems this
spring.
Nunn will give annual awards
to an elementary school and a
secondary school judged from
those applying as having the
most outstanding innovative ap-
proach to learning. District a-
wards also will be given.
Schools must apply for the
award by April 15. All private
and public schools are eligible.
Winners will be honored at a
dinner May 19. The judges will
be divided into teams of five
members.
-Publlc education receives a-
bout 62 per cent of the state
budget. The Kentucky Educat-
'ion Association has announced
it will ask the urto legislature
for an additional $75 million a
year, mostly for higher teach-
er salaries.
The evaluation directed by
the governor Would give him a
benchmark against which to
measure results now being ob-
tained from the largest appro-
priation in the state's history.
"I believe this program will
not only give proper recognit-
ion to the efforts of those now
making exceptional progress to-
ward quality education, but it
will also encourage further im-
provements on a broad scale
throughout the state," Nunn
said.
Spring Meeting Of Calloway
County Homemakers Is Held
The Calloway County Home-
makers Council held its spring
meeting at the Community Cen-
ter on Ellis Drive on Tuesday
morning, March 25, with the
4
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Mrs. Roy Broach
president. Mrs. Ray Broach, jre
siding.
Mrs. Lowell Palmer gave the
report of the committee for afund for a kitchen for the coun-ty homemakers. The chairman
reported that a $1000.00 savings
Special Pre-Easter
Services Planned
At Catholic Church
Palm Sunday services will be
held at St. Leo's Catholic Chur-
ch on Palm Sunday, March 30,
according to Rev. Martin Mat-
The Blessing of the palms
(Continued on Pao. Ten)
certificate with compound in-
terest had been bought with
(Continued on Page Ton)
Luncheon Planned
At The Oaks Club
The women of the Oaks
Country Club will have a ladies
day luncheon at the club on
Wednesday, April 2, at 12:15
p.m.
Mrs. Kenneth Adams 753-2378
and Mrs. Howard Brandon 753-
5960 are the hostesses. Mem-
bers are asked to make reserva-
tions by Monday with the hos-
tesses.
WEATHER REPORT
Untied Preos Interskatlesal
by United Press International
Clear to partly cloudy and
warmer today. High 50s and
low 60s. Mostly cloudy tonight
with chance of showers, low
30s west to low 40s east. Var-
iably cloudy and colder with
scattered snow flurries Satur-
day.
Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 355.2,
up 0.2; below dam 305.6, up
1.2.
Barkley Lake: 7 a.m., 355.0,
stationary; below dam 316.4, up
Sunset 5:14; sunrise 5:49.
Moon set 2:54 a.m.
from the Five Points area east
along Bee Creek to the sewer-
age treatment plant on East
Main. A pumping station will
be constructed to lift itewersge
to a gravity flow point to the
treatment plant, somewhere in
the vicinity of the Ryan Milk
Company. On this last item Til-
ford bid $$33,332.77.
A short delay in awarding a
bid of this amount is normal
since engineers check out fis-
cal responsibility, reliability,
etc. Chester Engineers consult-
ants for the city, recommended
that the contract be awarded
to Tilford.
The new line will serve all
the city north of Chestnut
Street and some areas south of
the street. Two lift stations will
be eliminated with the con-
struction of this new line.
Leonard Vaughn, Council
Chairman of the Water and
Sewer Committee and John
Trotter, Superintendent of the
system reviewed work in pro-
tress in the system. They also
pointed out plans for the im-
mediate future.
The new standpipe for the
city will be located on the
Johnny Robertson Road about
900 feet south of the Lynn
Grove Highway behind the
Herchel Corn property. The
(Continued on Page Ten)
Bus Removal
Is Delayed
The Tennessee Public Service
Commission has delayed for
ninety days the removal of two
Western Kentucky Stage buses
in their runs between Murray
and Clarksville, Tenn., each
day.
The bus line had proposed
to eliminate next Tuesday an
eastbound bus which now leaves
Murray at 12:20 p.m., arrives at
Paris, Tenn., at 12:56 p.m., leav-
es Paris at 1:05 p.m. and arriv-
ing in Clarksville, Tenn., at
2:45 p.m. daily except Sunday.
Also proposed for eliminat-
ion is the northbound bus that
leaves Clarksville at 6:40 p.m.,
arriving in Paris at 8:28, leav-
ing Paris at 8:37 p.m., and ar-
riving in Murray at 9:11 p.m.
The commission's order, made
Monday, extends the service
until June 30. The commission
plans a public hearing on the
proposed changes in Nashville,
Tenn., on May 13; the original
hearing date of April 9 was
changed.
The Transportation Commit-
tee of the Greater Paris-Henry
County Chamber of Commerce
has written the PSC to object
to removal of the buses.
Roy Enoch Speaker
For Green Plain
Roy Enoch, teacher at Freed-
Hardeman College, Henderson.
Tenn., will be the speaker at
the morning service at the
Green Plain Church of Christ on
Sunday, March 30.
Enoch is a graduate of Freed-
Hardeman and Murray State
University. He received his mas-
ter's degree from Southern Ill-
inois University and has almost
completed work for his doct-
or's degree.
He and his wife have three
sons and one daughter, and re-
side at Henderson.
The Sunday evening speaker
will be Bro. Robert Usrey of
Murray.
ONE CITED
One person was cited for
improper registration by the
Murray Police Department on
Thursday.
Starting tomorrow, this paper will publish a series of strips, illustrated by AlfredJ. Buescher, telling the story of the events leading up to the Crucifixion and Resur-rection. Watch for this dramatic portrayal of Chtiit's last days on earth.
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FRIDAY — MARCH 2A. 1969
Quotes From The News
By UNITED rinse DrirEBNATIMMAIL
WASHINt3TON — Secretary of State William P.Rogers, attreggling off the public rejection by the VietCong of a proposal by South Vietnam leaders to holdsecret peace talks:
"If you peat meet talks, you pretend you are notharing them. I don't pay much attention to what they
SAN DIEGO, Calif. — Rear Adm. 0. D. Waters Jr.,announcing the Navy's intention to go ahead with itsSealab III project despite the death of aquanaut BerryOurinon in the Pacific:
"The decision has been made that, regardless of thisrather serious setback, we are going ahead with the pro-ject."
WILMINGTON, Calif. — Bill R. Lyon.s, a passerby,describing the explosion of huge tanks of naptha, avia-tion fuel and diesel oil at a refinery:
"I felt the heat, I turned and I saw a giant ball offlee about, 330 yards across, just sitting there, hangingla thri dry."
NEW YORK — Former Secretary of State DeanRusk, declaring that the development of nuclear powermakes it necessary to seek new approaches to peace:"We've entered a new chapter in human affairs.These thousands of megatons create a whole new con-dition for the human race . . . "
Bible Thought for Today
Thou shalt have not other gods before me.1 
211:2.An idol can be anything between your soul and God."Keep yourselves from idols." Give God first place in allof life.
Ten Years Ago Today
I.XDOKR a TIMES FILE
"be missed tragedy in ten years struck the home ofMr. and Mrs. E. G. Chapman of Dexter last night. TheChapman residence was completely destroyed by a fireof undetermined origin. Almost ten years ago theirhome was destroyed by a tornado.
The new zoning ordinance prepared by the MurrayPlanning Commission was passed on its second readingby the Murray Qty Council with eleven voting in favorof it and one against.
Death called a husband and wife yesterday withinthree and one-half hours of each other. They were Mr.and Mrs. A. A. Jackson of Murray Route Five. Anotherdeath reported was that of Mrs. Sally Sullivan Gillis.mother we Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester.
20 Years Ago Today
IXIKIER. • TOWS MIX
Two or three houses in Dexter were blown down onMarch 26 during a violent equinoxial storm. The homeof E. G. Chapman was destroyed and persons injured inthe area were Miss Louise Stamm and Jago Washer.011ie Brs.ndon, age 57, died at his home on MurrayRoute Fran' yesterday.
Members of the cast of the junior class play,Pair of Country Kids", to be presented April 9 at HazelHigh Eichoidi are Jimmy Dublin, Betty Wilcox, Will EdBailey, Charlotte Grogan, Anne Marshall, Joe Lamb,Barbara Parker, and Billie Overcast.
Business was booming today in Murray as hundredsof farmers flocked into the city to buy, sell, trade, loiter,converse, and enjoy themselves geneally on one of Mur-ray's traditionally big days of the year, the fourth Mon-day in March.
-•••
wiein 140usg Ripper Home from a fact-finding tour ofthe %Aar front in Vietnam, Secretary of Defense MelvinLaiird report+. to President Witten in the tatters °flue
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By LOUIS CASSELS
UPI Religion Writer
A former warden was testify-
ing ixdore &mats investigators
about brutal tortures inflicted
won prisoners Is some peniten-
tiaries.
The Seaters were shocked.
They wondered how sudi condit-
ions could exist in a simposedly
humane society. Why heart pub-
lic opinion breed reforms?
"The public does not care
about the men it sends to pri-
son," replied Thomas 0. Mur-
ton, former Arkansas peniten-
tiary superintendent.
In OM kW, bitter stskined,
ex-fisithe Meths De Mk -
ger cs-Ilielliffy be America's
peel Desk soma problem.
Not Typical
Indifference toward be mifi•
ering of others 111111-1111 TIMM
regarded, in the pest, as s ty-
pical American init. 011
contrary. Assegiellea hue tun
pride in big a papesdoeste
people, redly aroused to a sy-
mpathetic and generous respon-
se.
There still are some Ameri-
cans like that. If there weren't,
charitable enterprises would be
even harder up for money and
manpower than they are.
But anyone with eyes to see
and ears to hear must have
noticed that compassioa - a gen-
uine interest in and concern for
the troubles of others - is no
longer a conspicuous feature of
the national mood.
This disposition to Ignore, tu-
ne out, shut off unpleasant facts
seems to be quite widespread.
Long tist
Prison reform is only one of
a long list of problems that the
public doesn't want to be teth-
ered about. The smouldering re-
sentment of the have-not., in ur-
ban ghettos, the Sr-from-finish-
:paed battle for racial justice, the
grandly declared but still mfou-
tit war against poverty, the hun-
ger which daily stalks millions
of families - you could go on for
an boor listing things that people
are "tired of hearing about."
The reasons for this creeping
thy are many. Some men of
good will have cared so long
and so intensely abate so many
things that they are lust worn
out. They are suffering from
compassion fatigue.
If you're wondering what can
be done about it, duet come up
with a solution that begins, "They
should..."
"They" can't do anything about
this. Only you and I can,
Aimanae
by United Pries International
Today la Friday, March 2S,
the Ifftli day of 1969 with no
to follow.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full phase.
The morning stars are Mer-
cury and Mars.
The evening stars are Venus,
Saturn and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1797, Nathaniel Briggs of
New Hampshire recei'ved a pa-
tent for a crude washing ma-
chine.
In 1921, designers of beech
wear predicted that Americas
women would start wearing
form-fitting, one-piece bathing
suits despite the "displeasure of
clergymen and Puritans alike.'
In 1939, Madrid surrendered
te the Nationalist forces of Gen-
eralissimo Francisco Franco.
In 1966, more than 400 per-
sons were drowned following an
earthquake in Chile.
A thought for the day —
Ralph Waldo Emerson said
"Fine manners need the aim
port of fine manners in ode
ers."
NAME AND GAME
KALAMAZOO, Mich. UPI -
Miss Harriett Hale, lived up to
her name Wediesdity.
She observed her; 104th birth-
day.
Youth Arrested After Sheriff
Is Shot, Motorist Abducted
PADUCAH, Ky., March* — (UPI) — An 18-Yenr-ni4 boywas arrested Wedesstkw „mg .charged with shooting Mc-Cracken County Sheriff, rigigesh hurkhart earlier in the day.Gary Smith was arrested at his suburban Paducah homeeight hours after Sheriff Burkhart was wounded and a passingmotorist abducted.
Burkhart was listed in satisfactory condition at WesternBaptist Hospital, recovering from a bullet wound in the neck
and powder burns on his cheat.
Authorities confiscated a
sawed-off shotgun, a 22-caliber
pistol and the sheriff's 38-cali-
ber pistol from the suspect, M-
ike said.
Burkhart said be was driv-
ing to investigate a reported
break-in at a liquor store when
a speeding motorist passed his
car. The sheriff gave chase.
A abort distance up Kentuc-
ky 45, Burkhart said he fotmd
the speeder standing beside his
allsolded vehicle which had left
Pathe said the sheriff and
speeder tangled. Burkhart's
gm Pm tabs rmettrom him
mid he eres impaled when the
"woke fired about five shots
from two pistols.
-A motor* stopped at thesome and the sheriff's amen-
Mat commandeered his vehicle
sad forced him to drive off.
Suridsirt. managed to get to
a nearby house and telephone
for help.
The hostage, Jake Rashid of
Paducah, told police the assail-ant forced him to drive to Mil-
ton, 1(y., then on to Union City,
Tenn., and finally back to Pa-
ducah, where he was released
unharmed.
An FBI spokesman indicated
Smith could be charged with
kidnaping and with taking a
stolen vehicle across state
lines, in addition to the charge
of malicious shooting with in-
tent to kill.
Smith has been also charged
with two armed robberies in
the Paducah area earlier this
month.
Bread Is
Important
To Russian
By DUSKO DODIR
MOSCOW tri — If man mildbye by bread alone, the Mrians would have no problems.Bakers here produce whet somegounnents regard as the weeld'sbest breed.
NEVER THE TWAIN
It comes in startling variety-Moscow central bakeries hot-
ure around 130 kinds while it
is claimed ogficially that more
than TOO breads are baked a-
cross the matieue
Gastronomically spe.akiag,
bread hes always been regarded
by the government as the main
4:Glimmer item. Thera is eves
a Ministry of Breed Production
here.
LONDON UPI - A northwest
London store is seil Mg a delletcy
libeled "Real kangaroo - tail
Smaller letters on the can
Inform the purchaser "Product
of Denmark."
Pound A Day
A Soviet citizen, according tc
statistics, eats on the average
more than a pound of bread
each day and consmption of
bread in rural areas is believed
to be even higher.
Indeed, the Russian langusge
reflects bread's paramount im-
portance in the notional di
by applying the term bread
leb to wheat, barley, corn,
and several other cereals.
"We Russians, we can't live
without bread. Not because we
have no other food but became
we love breed," said a shapely
26-year-old Moscow secretary
who admits 'be watches her
figure through refusing to cut
down on bread.
Moscow's bakeries are doing
little to discourage people from
buying their preclude.
A visitor to a centert bakery
shp on Kalinin Street or a sim-
ilar shop on. Gorky Street faces
an almost endless variets of
bread in different shapes, sizes,
blacks and white, with and
without trimming, whole grain,
half grain and other grinds."
Perks Available
Large forks are available for
babushkas grandmothers whc
stick them into bread loafs to
cheek freshness and consisten-
cy. A special stand features a
bout 20 kinds of "dietetic'
bread.
For centuries, the Russianfolk tradition regarded breedas "wicred." To throw away a
piece of bread was consideredto be almost a religious sin.
In recent years, according to
Soviet consumer experts, thenational bread consumption has
been on a lsight decrease.
The government newspaper
Irrestia recently complained
that "The baking Industry has
suffered heavy loam becauseof the wide variety of bread--130 kinds—since many are notin demand but no one seemsto be willing to consider these
losses."
Since "millions of rublesworth of bread are wasted"lzvestia mid, parents must edu.eate their children to show-the necessary respect forbread."
Japanese women. voteless be-fore 1947, now include collegepresidents. cabinet members' andmembers of parliament.
New Hope Missiolary
Bapt. Belies Spring
Revival Marck 30
TOM FORTNER
The New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church, Calvert City
Route 2, on Greggstown Road,
will begin its spring revival
Sunday, March 30. The revival
will continue through Sunday,
April 6. The services will
begin at 7:30p. m. each evening.
The evangelist will be Toni
Fortner, pastor of the Emman-
uel Baptist Church in Murray.
There will be special singing
Frekty. April 4, by the Ken-
tucky Gospel Singers of Cadiz.
The Loyal Echoes of Benton will
provide special singing Satur-
day, April 5.
An invitation is extended to
the public to attend these ser-
vices.
NO SWEAT
LITTLE ROCK, Ash UPI -
Bob Turner of Route 4, Little
Rock, is riot the man to let a
shot in the head interrupt his
leisure moments.
Police answered a disturbance
tall at the Snack Shack in the
east part of town and discovered
that a bullet from a .25 caliber
pistol had "bounced off" Tur-
ner's head, just breaking the
skin.
Turner told officers he would
seek medical treatment if the
wound "keeps on hurting" and
then continued drinking his beer.
•
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But Can You Patent it?
Breathes there the man, with
sold so dead,
Who never to his wife bath said:
" "I've got a terrific idea for an
invention."
A surprising number of inven-
tions do come from sudden, ran-
dom flashes of inspiration, rather
than from the steady, organized
search for something better. How-
ever, to qualify for patent protec-
tion, the invention must include a
special element of creativity. It
must be -new" as that word is
understood in the law of patents.
Suppose, for instance, that you
think of a way to combine two
products into a single unit for
greater convenience. Generally
speaking, that would not be con-
sidered new—not creative enough
to deserve a patent.
One famous case involved the
man who first attached a rubber
eraser to the end of a lead pencil.
Although this was certainly a con-
venience, the United States Su-
preme Court decided it was not
new—because neither the pencil
nor the eraser, when put together,
did anything_better than they didapart.
By contrast. said the Court,
Charles Goodyear did create some-
thing new when he combined sul-
phur. with india-rubber. This corn-
.bination yielded a kind of rubber
Which, for the first time, could be
vulcanized and thereby put to com-
mercial use.
What if your idea is to improve
some product by making it out of
a better material? If all you add
is merely durability, that won't do.
Thus, a tornaker who switched
from wood to metal, without
otherwise changing his toys, was
held not entitled to patent protec-
tion.
But it is another story if the new
material works in a new and differ-
ent way. Mating a garter button
out of rubber, instead of metal,
was held a patentable invention.
The court said this was • truly
creative change, because the rub-
ber meant leas tearing and better
gripping of the hosiery.
Meeting the lass requirements
for a valid patent is not easy. But
the rewards are so tempting that
inventors are obtaining more than
1.000 patents per week.
True. the Patent Office has made
the statement that all of the im-
portant inventions have already
been made_ But that statement
should not be too discouraging. It
*as made in the year 1880.
An Anestime Bar Association pub-
lic service feature by WIII Bernard.
(i" 1969 American Bar Association
• • •
The first law school west of
the %hasissippi was established in
1868 at the University of lows.
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'Atlanta Braves Have
!Ugh Hopes For 1969
0 By JOHN G. GRIFFIll
UPI Executive Sports Editor
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. UPI
- With Orlando Cedepa as their
first "real" first baseman in
many a year and slugger Rice
Carty making a comeback after
tuberculosis, the Atlanta Braves
:onal League frustration.ope 1969 may end their long Nat-In the three years they moved
to Atlanta, the Braves have app-
eared-on oaper-tn have a good
chance for the first pennant
Dixie history.
Each year the National League
has insisted on playing its game
on the field instead of on paper,
and the result has been Dixie
tfisappointment. In 1968, plagued
Aly Carty's illness and other wo-
Its, the Braves staggered home
fifth with an exact .500 percen-
tage-
"I think this year we have a
,ligoce at it," says manager
Lumen Harris at the Braves'
training camp here, and for low-
keyed Lum that's the same as
Joe Nemeth bragging he'd win
/he Super Bowl.
To get Cepeda from the St.
%oak Cardinals in a mid-spring
chMil, the Braves had to give up
Slugging catcher Joe Torre.
1 Braves general manager PaulRichards was dry-eyed at the--811411EMIce. He and Torretattem- *banged some sharperords overZorre's holdout and actions dur-Tng the spring players' strike,Torre allowed that he was ex-
pecting an apology from Rich-
ards.
What he got, of course, was
traded. After an unsuccessful
No Regrets
*WEAVER LEADS
°AIRLINES OPEN
MIAMI UPI - Former football
quarterback DeWitt Weaver, no
to now recognized for his power-
ful drives but little else, held
the lead and a new course rec.
eerd going into the second round
,pf the $200,000 National Airlines
..)pen today.
The 29-year-old Atlantan sla-
mmed a 270-yard three wood to
six feet from the cup and shoved
in the putt for an eagle on the
par-seven fifth hole Thursday.
That put him six-under-par at
66 on the tricky 6,927 West
Course at the Country Club of
*Lane-one stroke better than old
Apro Sam Snead.
"41 Snead, at 56, birdied the last
three holes in the first round of
PGA's second richest tourney
and bragged later:
"I could shoot 50 right now."
Seven of the starting field of
153 ended four-under-par at 68.
They were Butch Baird, Bruce
Crampton, R. H. Sikes, Dale
*Douglass, Lionel Hebert, Frank
*Beard and Dave Stockton.
Weaver's 66 was one stroke
better than the course record,
which was shared by veteran
Arnold Palmer and club pros
Babe Hart and Bob Toski.
attempt to deal him to the Mets,
Richards surprised everyone by
swapping him even - up to the
Cards for Cepeda.
Like Torre, Cepeda is a slugg-
er who was disappointing last
year. After hitting .325 with 25
homers in 1967 to be the National
League's "most valuable play-
er," Cepeda drifted to .248 with
16 homers in '68. He comes to
Atlanta at age 31, certainly not
old enough to recapture glory.
The Braves have been using
outfielders and catchers, includ-
ing Torre, at first base for
years because they didn't have
a genuine first-sacker.
Torre's departure means Bob
Tillman, a .220 hitter, must take
over as No. 1 catcher-a likely
move anyway as Torre seemed
headed for first base. Actually
the Braves are high on a rookie,
Walt Hirniak, who hit .313 for
Sheeeeport *r.'4 CCti.te.
the top spot. The Braves also
plated up Dave Adlesh for Bob
Johnson to give them depth.
Meanwhile, there is Carty, who
could team with Hank Aaron and
Felipe Alou to give the Braves
perhaps the best outfield in the
league if he can make a full
comeback.
Carty hit only .225 with 15
homers in 1967, but he was over
.300 the three years before that.
The addition of Cepeda and Carty
could rejuvenate the Braves' pow-
er lineup., supposedly on ittlie
most potent irk the league but sur-
prisingly only fifth in total bases
last pear.
With Cepeda at first base, the
Braves' infield is completed by
Felix Milian at second, Sonny
Jackson at short, and Clete Bo-
yer at third. Bob Aspromonte,
obtained from Houston, provides
protection at first and thied and
Tommie Aaron is protection at
first base and outfield. Also on
hand is Gil Garrido, a Panaman-
ian who hit .270 at Richmond and
was putting heat on shortstop
Jackson by doing some sharp
hitting in spring training.
Staff pitching leaders are Pat
Jarvis, 16-12, Phil Niekro, 14-12,
and Ron Reed, 11-10. Ask Harris
to name his starters, and he
reels off these three, plus soph-
omore George Stone, 7-4.
Then he pointedly adds that
"about five" other pitchers are
batting for starting jobs. The
point is that he doesn't mention
Milt Pappas. The Braves don't
feel Pappas lived up to their
hopes after being acquired from
Cincinnati and they aren't about
to hand him a starting job on a
springtime silver platter.
Stringbean Cecil Upshaw, who
had 11 saves and a 2.56 era last
year, heads the bullpen brigade.
Of the Braves' five rivals in
the N. L.'s new Western Division,
Cincinnati and San Francisco fin-
ished ahead of them last year
and Harris expects them to be
tough again.
"Houston's much improved,
too," said Harris, "and as for
the Dodgers, you can't ever
rule them out-they finish last
one year and first the next."
Harris sums it up: "If we
don't have injuries, which you
can't ever foresee, and every-
thing jells, we would be right
up there this year."
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Gene McCutcheon, Sports Editor
Sports Parade
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
TAMPA, Fla. UPI - Judge Roy
Hotheinz is a man of his word.
Yes, sir.
The last time we met, the
tough, hard-minded Houston As-
tros' owner gave me his personal
assurance the shaving cream wo-
uld hit the fiddle if he wasn't
satisfied with Commissioner Bo-
wie Kutin's decision and he kept
his word.
The Judge wasn't at all happy
with the commissioner's ruling
regarding the Houston-Montreal
squabble over Rusty Staub and
the lather hit the !trade:areas
precisely as promised.
Hofhienz didn't hold track one
bit. He charged Kuhn, rather
recklessly, I thought, with the
type dereliction never lodged a-
gainst even William D. Ecke
remember him? And then exer-
cised his inalienable right as a
red-blooded American citizen by
suing the Montreal club to void
the deal and collect at least $10,-
000 in damages.
Hofheinz subsequently suppli-
ed an apology to Kuhn Wednesday
upon being asked for one, but tie
riiade no mention of canceling
his law suit.
Reserve Clause
Should the reserve clause, ba-
seball's old can of worms, some-
how be overturned in the pro-
ceedings, well, that's tough oat-
meal, says the Judge, who also
says now that Donn Clendenon has
retired, he's missing a ballplay-
er and he can show you in the book
where he has one coming by all
rights.
The judge reminds me of some
drivers I've seen on the high-
ways. They know they have the
right of way and positively insist
on it. Regardless what. As a
matter of record, the National
Safety Council lists this particu-
lar form of stubborness as one
of the leading causes of highway
fatalities.
Possibly another fatality may
result here, only in this case it
wouldn't be an accident. It seems
to me there are enough people
going around saying baseball is
dying without Hofheinz doing what
he can to kill it outright. Okay,
so he's out a player and I feel
for him but other clubs have lost
players also without declaring a
national emergency. Montreal lo-
st Larry Jackson and didn't start
burning all the papers in its
office. Granted, Staub might me-
an more to Houston than Jackson
does to Montreal, Hofheinz still
has no call to degrade the Co--
mmissioner the way he did and
holler injustice.
The judge suffers from a poor
memory. He should remember
Montreal's Expos came into be-
ing as an expansion club only
because he was dead set against
the establishment of a major
league franchise in Dallas - Fort
Worth and had he not objected to
•
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ALL'S FAIR IN LOVE AN[}—HOCKEYr—Hockey referee Bob Fryday leaps high off the Ice
to strike back at an obstreperous fan during a high school game in Toronto last week. Fryday
had been punched by the youth before he returned the favor. Incidents such as these are almost
commonplace, threatening an end to the game in the school system. —1191 Photo
0
that so much Montreal wouldn't
be in the National League today.
Hofheinz also conveniently for-
gets he is part of a 24-man
group of owners and presuma-
bly all 24 are dedicated to the
betterment of baseball. Bear in
mind that word presumably. It
gets a big laugh in some quart-
ers.
By now the Judge probably
has an idea his fellow owners
are not especially enchanted with
his latest course of action. In
case there's any doubt in his
mind, maybe he'd be interested
In what one of them has to sly.
A Partner Speaks
"Judge Hotheinz is a partner
of mine," says Francis L. Dale,
e young, aggressive president
the Cincinnati Reds." "When
we go to his park we get a re-
turn for that and vice versa.
Like any partnership, one pa-
rtner can hurt or help the other.
I'd like to remind the Judge
that when we sat in Miami Beach
and elected a commissioner, is
Important, we also gave
full authority of theoffite:' 
Dale let that sink in a motrifillit
and went on. "The rules adrnles
istered over by the comm
loner constitute a partnership
agreement. All of us agreed to
abide by this agreement which
says in no uncertain terms the
commissioner of baseball can
order me as an owner to do
something I may, not want to
do if he considers it in the best
interest of baseball. Please un-
derstand I don't challenge the
Judge's Hc has a right
to make one but I think he's
In the wrong courtroom. I think
he should be in the commiss-
ioner's waiting room instead.
Didn't the commissioner say he'd
let the two clubs try to work
out the problem and if they coal-
dn't settle it, he could? That
was my understanding."
Dale says on a personal basis
he likes Hofheinz and that the
Judge has gone out of his way
to be gracious and to help him.
"I'd call him a friend", says
the Cincy prexy.
"But he's also a partner Of
mine aria he's trying to hurt my
business. I don't like that." See
what happens, Judge, when you Dover Downs next Wednesday
start fiddling around? night.
UK Football
Underway
LEXINGTON, Ky. UPI - The
thrice-delayed University of Keo-
tucky spring football practicegot
under way Thursday, with about
85 Wildcats taking part in the
drills. Rain and wet grounds had
forced postponements since Mon-
day.
"We've been looking forward
with great anticipation to this
first practice and I hope the
enthusiasm will be just as great
for the remaining19," head coach
John Ray said. Kentucky has 35
days to get in 20 practice sess-
icns Southeastern confer-
nee rules.
Spring drills will be open to
the public, but a restraining rope
reminds visitors they must re-
main near the University Sports
Center Building, and can riot
venture further out onto theprac-
tice field as in the past.
Noticeably absent from the fir-
st practice session were end
Dick Palmer and linebacker Caryl
Shahid, who have been removed
iron) the squad because of discip-
linary infractions. Palmer was
voted "most valitiable player"
last season.
"They might be able to get
back on the team in the fall,"
Ray said.
Today's Games
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ANOTHER JOCKETTE
DOVER, Del (UPI) — Rends
Wilson has passed her first test
toward joining the growing list
of women jockeys acrou the
nation.
The 19-year-old rider from
Annandale. Va., broke her horse
from the starting gate satisfac-
torily to earn a license to ride
in the Jack and Jill feature at
'I i'
ON THE BANKS
OF ATLANTA
HAMPTON, GEORGIA — One
of the greatest fields in history
has been lined up for the 10th
running of the Atlanta 500 over
the Ile mile Atlanta International
Raceway on Sunday, March 30.
The stock car spectacle will
get the green flag at 1 p.m. est.
When the deadline for enter-
ing the classic event arrived
March 20, a total of 49 cars
had been listed for the qualify-
ing trials which get under way
Wednesday, March 26. That's
the day the pole position will
be won.
A crowd in excess of last
year's ,record 80,000 is expect-
ed.
Hard-driving Cale Yarborough
of Timmonsville, S. C. will be
racing hard in an attempt to ma-
ke it three straight victories
in the Atlanta 500. He won here
In 1967 and 1968. If he takes
the checkered flag again, he will
tie the record of three straight
by Fred Lorenzen, the retired
ace.
Yarborough will have his work
cut out for him when the 40
starting machines get the green
flag. He'll be driving a factory-
backed Mercury Spoiler.
Another Mercury Spoiler to be
driven by Lee Roy Yarbrough of
Columbia, S. C., will be a strong
competitor. He will be seeking
his second major win of the 1969
season. Lee Roy won the Daytona
HARRISON DIES
JOHNSTOWN, Pa. (UPI) —
W. Don Harrison, who directed
She University of Pittsburgh
through Its glory football years
In the 1930s, died Thursday at
at Johnstown Memorial Hospi-
tal.
Harrison, who szrved as ath-
letic director, set up Pitt's
schedule against such noted
powerhouses as Notre Dame,
Army. Navy, Ohio State and
Minnesota. He resigned his post
in 1937.
500 in February.
Other favorties in the field
will include Richard Petty, winn-
er of the Riverside 500 his first
time out in a Ford, and David
Pearson, the Spartanburg, S. C.,
ace who won the Rockingham 500
two weeks ago. Donnie Allison
can not be counted out as a
possible winner. All three will
be driving the Ford Talladega
with the new 429 cubic inch
engine.
That's the Ford side of the
picture, but the Dodge Boys will
be in their croviding the stiffest
of competition. The Dodge Charg-
er field will include such poten-
tial winners as Charlie Glotz-
bach, Buddy Baker, Bobby Isaac,
Paul ,Goldsmith and Bobbie Alli-
son. The track's record is held
by Bobby Allison at 155.805 miles
per hour set in the qualifying tr-
ials last year.
HUGHES REASSIGNED
ST. LOUIS (UPI) — Dick
Hughes, a prime candidate for
rookie of the year honors two
years ago as a 29-year-old new-
comer with St Louis, was as-
signed Thursday to the Card-
inals' minor league system.
Hughes won 16 games as a
rookie in 1967 but developed a
sore shoulder last season and
was only 2-2. He will pitch with
the Cards' St. Petersburg club
In the Class A Florida State
League to attempt to work his
shoulder into shape.
E. W. MERRY
HELENA, Mont. (UPI) —
Elisabeth Williams Berry, a
professional jockey before the
turn of the century, died Thurs-
day at the age of 114.
Mrs. Berry, who rode under
the name of Jack Williams, rode
in races on three continents.
- tee
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Eight Teams Left In State
Tourney, Quarterfinals Today
By United Press International
The "Sweet 16" of the Kentucky
High School Basketball Tourna-
ment are now down to eight as
the tourney goes into quarter-
final action today and tonight.
Thursday's first-round action
among the cream of Kentucky
prep basketball teams saw four.
of the hottest games of the tour-
ney.
Top-ranked Louisville Central
continued its winning ways with
a 68-60 victory over 8th-ranked
Richmond Madison for the easie-
st game, but the highlight was
the Clark County 66-62 upset
overtime victory over towering
Covington Catholic.
In a game that was almost as
close, 12th-ranked Maytown came
from behind to defeat Monticello,
70-6e. And in the
Hazard tilt, driving layup by
junior guard William Averitt took
a 69-67 victory over Hazard.
An almost equal match opened
today's quarterfinals. Ashland,
ranked 19th and champions of
the 16th Region took on Shelby
County, ranked 10th and victors
of the 8th Region.
In the second afternoon game
at Freedom Hall, Ohio County
tackled St. Xavier of Louisville.
St. X pulled an upset victory
over Paducah Tilghman Wednes-
day night to advancepast the first
round while Ohio County routed
Bardstovm.
Opening tonight's action will
be unranked Hopkinsville, sling
in hand, taking on the giant, No.
1 Central.
In the nightcap, Maytown batt-
les third-ranked Clark County.
Coach Robert Graves' Yellow-
jackets showed why they were
ranked first when the 6th Region
titlists led most of the way be-
hind the sharp shooting of All-
Stater Ron King, who poured in
a game high of 26 points.
The Louisville team, which
lost only one game this season,
led at the end of each quarter,
extending its lead each period
until it diminished in the last
period.
For Richmond Madison, the
Ilth Region champs, Randy Watts
was high with 25 points, followed
by Robert Brooks' 15.
In the holly-contested Hopkins-
vllle-Hazard oust, it was Averitt
who not only saved the game for
Hopkinsville, but also scored a
game-high 34 points.
TUG C 10a4. tied bereft Lusee
in the last period as the Bulldogs
fought to the aire, but the final
story was the Tigers' Averitt
who scored his team's final six
points and put in 13 of the Tigers'
18 points in the final . period.
The 14th Region victory also
got 12 points for Mervin Woodard,
while Hazard was paced by Edell
Phllon and Mack Baker who divi-
ded up 32 points.
Maytown, 15th Region hopefuls,
came from behind in their win
over Monticello.
Behind by one point at half-
time, Maytown jumped into the
lead at the beginning of the third
quarter and stayed in the lead.
High scorers for Maytown we-
re Click and Keith Hicks, both
with 18, while Pat Tallent added
16. Van Phillips led Monticello,
12th Region champs, with 16 poi-
nts.
In the overtime nightcap, the
Cardinals stunned second-ranked
Covington Catholic.
John Bill Thomas was Clark
County's hero in the extra per-
iod, pumping in a 20-foot jum-
per and hitting two free throws.
It was the Colonels' AU-Stater
Joe Voskuhl who sent the game
into overtime as he sank the
first of a bonus free threw with
43 seconds left. That tied it at
60-all at the end of regulation
play.
Larry Gay led the winners
with le points and Thomas added
14.
Top scorer for Covington and
the game high pointer was Doug
Overmann who pumped in 21 poi-
nts in 21 points for the 9th
Region titlists.
Major
League
Roundup
ilitar. ti, 11)1.t.
By GARY KALE
UPI Sports Writer
Tony Conigliaro has perfect
vision and Manager Dick Wil-
Hams can see a Boston Red
Sox pennant.
Coniguaro, sully recoverea
from a beaning on Aug. 18, 1
1967 which almost cost him the
sight of his left eye, is consid-
ered "the miracle" needed to
reestablish the Red Sox as pen-1
nant contenders.
Williams Knew Tony C. was
back in the groove Thursday
when the 24-year-old outfielder
hit is first homer since his
remarkable recovery to help
;mit the Cincinnati Reds -3.
Orlando Cepeda's second ho-
mer since Atlanta acquired him
from St. Louis for Joe Torre
powered the braves to a 7-1
victory over Baltimore and
snapped a four-game losing
streak.
The Cardinals showed the
trade was no fluke for them
either. Torre blasted a triple
for one run and set up another
tally wales single as St. Louis
shut out the New York Metz
4-0 on a combined seven-hitter
by Steve Carlton amt. Harry
Parker.
Hank Allen's 12th-inning ho-
mer enabled the Washington
Senators to edge the Los Ange-
les Dodgers 5-4 for Manager
Ted Williams' fifth exhibition
victory — all against National
League teams.
Tom Tresh's two run homer
of Tom Hall in the fourth inn-
ing. was one of three hits the
New York Yankees got off Min-
nesota, but it was enough to
beat the Twins 2-1. Mel Stottle-
myre went seven innings and
gave up the lone Minnesota
run on three singles.
Around the Grapefruit and
Cactus leagues:
Shortstop Tom Matchick's
two-out error in the 12th inn-
ing allowed the Philadelphia
Phillies to beat the Detroit
Tigers 5-4 . . . Rookie Torn
Grifin gave up one run and
three hits to insure himself a
Houston starting job as the
Astro* routed the Kansas City
Royals 5-1 . . . Catcher Manny
Sanguillen hit two doubles and
a single in Pittsburgh's 6-2 tri-
umph over the Chicago White
Sox.
Also, larry Haney belted a
three-run homer and drove in
two other tallies in Seattle's ft-
3 win over San Diego, Roland
Fingers pitched five, scoreless
innings for Oakland to help
beat California 3-2, and Jim
"Mudcat" Grant flexed his
muscles in preparation to pitch-
ing Montreal's season opener
with an 8-1 victory over a Los
Angeles "B" squad.
John Lowry Parte
663 Olive Street
for
SHERRIFF
TO THE VOTERS OF CALLOWAY COUNTY:
I am again asking your support in my
candidacy for the office of Sheriff of Calloway
County. I was barn and reared in Calloway Coun-
ty; am married to the former Edna Grogan of
Hazel; have one daughter, Mrs. Billy Edmonds,
and three grandchildren, all of whom live in
Murray.
Neither myself or any member of my
family has ever held public office. If elected, I
will not again ask for public office.
The office of Sheriff, as well as other
Calloway County offices, belong to the people.
The person elected to the office of Sheriff is a
trustee for the people of this county. This I will
always keep in mind. If elected, I will not at-
tempt to be a dictator, but will attempt to ad-
minister the office equally and fairly to all
people of this county. This I can do because I
am not obligated to any individual or any group
of individuals.
I feel that I am adequately qualified to
fulfill the duties and obligations incident to the
office of Sheriff, having performed such duties
as deputy sheriff under two former Sb.erLffs of
this county.
I ask your support to help make Calloway
County a safer and better place in which to live.
I wish to sincerely express my apprecia-
tion for the fine support I received as a candi-
date for Sheriff four years ago; and earnestly
ask the support of every individual of this coun-
ty in the coming election.
Sincerely yours,
John Lowry Parker
\
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Pride% Moveh 116
The HSU Couples Bridge will
Most at the Student Mika
DendIng at 7:30 pal. CaR 1511-
11132 sr IN for renewal-
issis If yen have lot been ego
teeloiL
• • •
The 7th and 0th grades of
Hanel Elementary School will
present their plays at the school
SI aims
• • •
fkigiNders. Mars* 29
• Miley shoot will be held
at Ihe Canova County High
SAW starting at nine ara,
181111111111red by the Calloway
Ind Seeinars phda
• • •
Ilia sail Seam Sapper plann-
ed at bah Plasent Grove Un-
ited MithedIst Church from 5:30
to 811111 misasored by 3IM
Sadist Men's Club.
• • •
Uwe Auction is planned by
Pi Kappa Pledge Class on the
steps of the library at ISSU
from 13 noon to three p.m.
• • •
Tuesday, *Pal 1
The Women's Society of Chris-
tisr. Scrhict af the Fir« Cr.:to-d
Methodist Church will meet at
the church at ten cm. with the
executive board meeting at 9:15
• • •
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or-
• of the Rainbow for Girls
will bold its regular meeting at
the Masonic Hall at seven pia-
• • •
Group I of the First Christian
Church CWF will meet with
Mn, Richard Miller, 1103 Olive
Street, at ten a.m. Mrs Jams
Hart will have the program aid
Mrs Bill Van Meter the Imes
ship.
• • •
Group II of the First Christ-
ian Church CWF will meet w th
Mrs. Frank Roberts with lura
Eugene Scott as abeam§ at
two plc Mrs. Banes Hodges
will give the program and Era
C. B. Fair the devotion.
• • •
The Delta Department of the
Murray 14emars's Club will =eet
- at the club house at seven pia.
Mesabers please note change in
date. Hostesses will be Mes-
denies A. C. Sanders, W. J. Gib-
Oak Clinton hoiden, Helen Ben-
oit. Mose Ruby Simpson, Lath-
am Peillerson. Ruin* Smith,
Old lima Henry.
13
 •••-••••••,
Phone 7-1117 et ISS-41147
THE 1411/01C1 T15118 — MURRAY. 
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . .
m4m 
April Wedding Planned
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Green of
Benton Route Three are the
parents of a baby girl, named
Tina Michelle, born on Friday,
March 21, at the Murray-Callo-
way County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
Mrs. Robert Henson of Benton
Route Five and Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Green of Benton
Route Three.
• • •
It a man is less than an
Adonis, should he reach for one
of those elegantly shaped new
spring suits in the stores? The
a nswer-"Yes." The American
Institute of Men's and Boys'
Wear says so for this reason:
although original efforts were
aimed at the slim, trim, youthful
figure, there now are similar
looking styles for -the rots,re
mature man." These have been
designed to accommodate a
wider waistline-and disguise it a
bit, too.
Jerilyn Kay Washer
Honored At Shower
At The Hale Home
A delightful compliment ex-
tended to Miss Jerilyn Bay
Washer, bride-elect of Daniel
Lynn Glover, was the bridal
shower held at the home of
Mrs. Reid Hale, 1707 Collage
Farm Road.
Mrs. Joe Doran, Mrs, Tom-my Walker, Miss BIM*Adams, and Mrs. Al
were the charming MAMBOfor the lovely prenuptial moat.
For the occasion the honoree
chose to wear a navy blue
sleeveless dress with pearl but-
tons and a hostess,* eft ears
sage of orchid chrysanthemums
Mrs. James Hayden Washer,
Jr., mother of the honoree, and
Mrs. William Edward Glovor,
stepmother to be of the hono-
ree, were also presented cor-
sages of orchid chrysanthemums
by the hostesses.
Miss Washer opened her
many lovely gifts and refresh-
ments were served from the
beautifully appointed table
overlaid with an orchid cloth
and centered with a floral ass
rangement. Punch, cake, mints,
Mall utile Were served.
Thirty persons were present
or sent gifts.
MISS AUDREY LYPIRTTI RICHARDSON -
Yr. and Mrs. Bethel Richardson of Murray announce theets.,agement and approaching marriage of their daughter, AudreyLynette, to Bobby Lynn Brown son of Mr. and Mrs. Euclid Browsof Hardin.
Miss Richardson is a graduate of Murray High School andk presently attending Murray State University.
Mr. Brown is a graduate of South Marshall High School andM she attending Murray State University.
The wedding will be April 4 at the home of the bride-deers parents.
• • •
The lbw Department of the
Nam Eames Club will meet
at the club horse at 7:30 pia..
Beelieses will be Mesdames
Jams Sullivan. Robert J. Me-
Coen, Jumps IL Leg. ami
by J. Wain-
• • •
Rua I
The Rim day Imbues MB
be weed at the Odle Cemdry
Club at 1215 p.m. 111110diers Are
asked 10 make reservations ter
Manity by calling one of the
heelesses, Mrs. Kenneth Adams.
gleme 753-2378, or Mrs. Howard
illemdes 753-5010.
The fad ru.i wearing many
rings is more fashionable than
ever. One maker emphasizes the
light, airy openwork look with
rings of fine filagree, some set
with colored stones. They
feature delicious domes of
enamel with ribbons of
rhinestones winding round them.
Large nubby rings, snakes.
textured flower.. fingers ringed
in color, and rings patriotically
enamelled in red, white and blue
are all part of the Tnfan "ring
round-up."
•
Whether nding a school or
public bus, follow these rules
suggested by the Greater New
York Safety Council; wait on
the sidewalk; board in order and
without shoving; no rough house
:co distract the driver; stay in
four seat until you reach your
lop; on leaving, wait until it is
ofe to cross the street.
HAZEL CAFE
NOW SERVING
* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH *
* COUNTRY HAM & STEAKS *
Private Dining Room
(Call For Reservationsl__
A. E. to le P. M. • • .• • day a Woe
Mrs. Flue gge Gives
Lesson At Meeting
Of Pottertown Club
Mrs. Winnie Fluegge present,
ad the main lesson at the meet-
ing of the Pottertown Home-
makers Club held on Wednes
day at ten-thirty o'clock in the
morning at the Holiday Inn.
"Basic Principles of Food"
was the theme of the lesson
given by Mrs. Fluegge.
Mrs. Louise Short gave the
landscape notes for the month.
The president, Mrs. Lucy Ald-
erdice„ presided at the meet-
ing and gave highlights of her
trip to.,Lexington to attend the
Kentucky Homemakers Assoc-
iation meeting March 174).
Mrs. Ftosezella Outland of the
Pottertown Club also attended
the state meeting.
Mrs. Bessie Colson gave the
devotion reading Psalms 121-i
and the thought for the month.
Mrs. Clifton Roberts read the
minutes and called the roll with
members telling what they plan
to plant in their yards this year.
During the recreational per-
iod sunshine friends were re-
vealed and names were drawn
for the coming year.
Lunch was served in the din-
ing room at noon.
Others present, not previous-
ly mentioned, were Mrs. Katie
Overcast. Mrs. B Melugin, Mrs.
Pattye Overcast, Mrs. Mary
Williams, Mrs. Mellie Hopson,
Mrs. Carrie Cole, Mrs. Blanche
Larson, and Mrs. May Bush.
:THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL!!:
12' Wide -2 Bedroom, Front
and Rear
SPECIAL
TIES WERE $3495w
MURRAY MOBILE HOMES
Open S-11 Hwy. 641 So. Ph. 753-3640
Office Hours 9-6 Mon. thru Sat.
Evening Hours Mon. and Frt.
ETHERTON-WUEST
CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
Of•taiRAL PaACT/Cir
^CCM:PENT a!PdOvaTPHAL INJtJ•re CLIN•C
Phone 753-6642 201 Ncrth 5th
Res. 753-7112 Murray, Ky. 42071
• • •
Irish lace is way up on the
popularity list among buyers of
Irish fashions, says Anne Tolan.
fashion expert for Irish
International Airlines. She
knows because she spends mostof the year travelling throughout
America find Canada presenting
shows of Irish clothes. In the
past Irish are was used almost
exclusively as an accessory.
Today it rivals tweeds, linens
and other staples of Irish fabrics
in both day and evening wear.
"Why, they're even using it in
swim west." Miss Tobin said.
• 0,
To remove old linoleum
easily, place dry ice in a burlap
bag. Lay the bag on the linoleum
to be removed and move it
about over the surface as, you
work. The dry ice makes the
linoleum brittle, so that it will
slip up and come off in large
pieces - saving you hours' of
labor
Nutty
Nutty bacon Waffles.' use a
favorite children's combination
- peanut butter and bacon in
a novel way Broil 12 Slices of
bacon until crisp. glrain on
shcorbent paper. .Spread peanut
butter on 12 _frozen waffle
sections. Broil 3 lb 5 minuteS.
Top each section with 1 slice of
cooked bacon. Serve hot. Makes
6 servings
ecuL-A1311,
'Slow' Grandpa
Gets Denture Tips
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY - My sympathy to Grandpa, who complained
because it took him so long to eat he couldn't carry on a dinner
table conversation with the others
There is nothing that will drive a man to distraction
quicker than ill-fitting dentures Sending him back to his
dentist won't help. What Grandpa needs is a supply of
thermoplastic material that will enable him to eat like a horse
and talk as much as Hubert Humphrey at the same time.
TOOTHLESS BUT HAPPY
DEAR ABBY: Clinical tests have proven that patients lose
approximately 75 per cent of their chewing ability when they
get false teeth.
For every person who says his dentures are "like his own
teeth" there are 100 who wish they had their own teeth back.
Dentists do not like to see their patients lose their natural,
teeth, but there is usually no choice. Patients, after neglecting
their mouths for 10. 15, and 20 years, will come to a dentist and
ask him to try to -save" their teeth. This, of course, is
Impossible .
And while I'm on the subject. may I use your vast
readership to implore people to take care of their teeth. No
dentures will ever replace them D M., D. D S.
BEVERLY HILLS, CAL.
DEAR ABBY • I haven't had a problem I couldn't solve
myself which is quite something at age 82. but I have a word
for Grandpa about his store-teeth
Sixteen years ago, before starting on a world cruise in a
small yacht. I was advised by a San Diego dentist to have all
my teeth extracted because if I ran into any trouble I would
be far from a dentist
He took the impressions after X-rays and when the upper
plate was ready. I came in. he yanked all my uppers and
popped the plate in. telling me to leave it in for a week I did
and it worked fine Then I came in for the bottom set and his
partner said I should keep my own lowers, so I did. I still have
them but have to go in to have them treated regularly.
I should have had the lowers out, too. It would have sayl
a lot of trouble and expense
K()NA GREAT GRANDFATHER
DEAR ABBY About Grandpa who can't keep up with the
rest of the folks when it comes to eating with his new China
clippers. You should have told him to take his time, enjoy the
meal, and kid the others about where's the fire when they talk
and eat and leave him way behind. He'll live longer
Remember, too, that it took more than 2 months to learn to
run How do you expect to learn to eat with new teeth in that
short time' WEARS THEM
DEAR ABBY Almost without exception I agree with you,
but in the case of Grandpa, I feel a bit more information on
your part is called for It is obvious that YOU don't wear
dentures. Abby
May I suggest that all new denture wearers take smaller
bites, chew more slowly, and dielribute the food equally co
both sides of the mouth to stabilize the dentures.
If they practice between meals with raisins, it will help.
These hints and lots of patience may do the trick. If THAT
doesn't work, then your advice to "put the bite on the dentist
for a better fit" is in order Yours very truly.
C. W. F JR., D. D. S.
SHREVEPORT. LA.
DEAR-ABBY I read your advice to the denture patient,
and I must say that you sure did put your foot in it
I have practiced dentistry for more years than you are old
and can tell you that NO denture patient can eat as fast with
"store-bought" teeth as he could with his own.
Also, there are any number of denture wearers who,
because of the anatomy of their mouths, or their inability to
adjust to new situations, cannot get a better "fit" no matter
how hard the dentist•tries OLD PRO
•
DI. SR "PRO": All right, I'll take 10 lashes with CI yartis
et dental floss. and nest time wises it comes L "de•ustry,"
I'll keep my trnprn4e44ional mouth shut.
Arvidson-Outland Engagement
MISS LvntTre ANN ARVIDSON
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Arvidson of Evansville, Ind., announcethe engagement of their daughter, Lynette Ann, to Charles HughOutland, son of Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Outland of Murray.Miss Arvidson is a junior at Murray State University ma-joring in elementary and special education.
The groom-elect is a senior majoring in industrial educat-ion at Murray State University. He is a member of Alpha PhiOmega fraternity and vice-president of the Industrial EducationClub.
An August wedding is planned.
t
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thMcGinnis Home Is
Scene Of Meeting
Of Cub Scout Den
Cub Scout Den 7 of Pack 71
held its weekly den meeting
In the home of the den mother,
Mrs. H. D. McGinnis.
Dues were collected by Mi-
chael Duncan and Darrell Walk-
er. Plans for the next pack
meeting were discussed, and
the skit plans were made.
The boys discussed plans to
make Easter gifts for all the
mothers. Pleas were started to
make scrapbooks as a project
for this month,
Mrs. Bobby Ake, assistantt
den mother, helped the boys e
complete the drums.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Mavis Duncan, and theboys formed the living circle
and repeated the Law of thePack.
Boys present were Joe Fut-
rell, Anothony Fike, DarrellWalker, Bobby Pike, Keith Mc.
Ginnie, Barry Futrell, and MI.*ehael Duncan.
ighgftitirneitl
EAT and ENJOY ITI
Eat hearty meals, and not suffer It is
diftereat. Takes Wiwi meals, it neu-tralizes excess acid and lets food di-
gest as it should Quick relief fromany ailment caused by an excess acid.ay, ,as indigestion Ask your neigh-bor who USID it He will gladly 'SCOT-mond (to rau.
immesed Asti-Acid
MIMICS 1141100 MUMMA
Out It a* rear Drug at. or
NUM trunk Peoria Drug C.1, P-0
Sox 1•111, Peoria, III. ULU
Recipes Went
To Her Waist!
ST. LOUIS (UPI) - Mrs.
Barbara Wissoker, working on a
soon-to-be published cook book
titled "From Genehtion to
Generation", gained 30 pounds
while testing and tasting the
results of her cooking.
She has since dropped down
to her norrnai weight.
The book on Jewish cooking
is being put together by the
sisterhood of B'nai Amoona
congregation. It comes out this
Spring.
The idea for the book came
from the Jewish FamilY Living
Committee in St. Louis, a group
of women in different homes. It
will contain recipes passed down
from grandmother to mother to
daughter.
Rabbi Bernard Lipnick
helped in one mixture, a
bread-and-dip Israeli dish,
identified as Takina.
•
See Us
For All
Your
FORMAL
and
BRIDAL
Wear
•
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ALL PETS AND SUPPLIES
We have a new shipment of:
TROPICAL FISH - BABY
CHICKS - BABY DUCKS -
BUNNY RABBITS
Just In Time for Easter!
Also Squirrel MONKEY and
Miniature POODLE
Mon.-Thurs. Friday 9 am.-/.2 noels
9 cm. -9:30 pm. 3:30 p.m.' 9:30 p.m.
L 10 a.m.-9 p.m. Sunday 1 p.m.-9
/4110h00161111711.10fr
DoR mAE
FASHIONS
ILA MAE HUIE & DORIS WARREN — OWNERS
DIXIELAND SHOPPING CENTER CHESTNUT ST.
•
•
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Ginitis Home Is
se Of Meeting
Cub Scout Den
Scout Den 7 of Pack 71
Is weekly den meeting
home of the den mother,
(. D. McGinnis.
were collected by
Duncan and Darrell Walk- t
lens for the next pack
ig were discussed, and
tit plans were made.
boys discussed plans to
Easter gifts for all the
rs. Plans were started to
ecrepbooks as a project
is month.
1. Bobby Pike, assistant‘
nother, helped the boye
etc the drums.
reahnients were served by
Mavis Duncan, and the
formed the living circle
epeated the Law of the
s present were Joe Fut-
Anothony Pike, ,Darreil
r, Bobby Pike, Keith Mc.
, Barry Futrell, and Ml-
Duncan.
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GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT,
ACTUAL AND POTENTIAL
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4.4 4.1 4.316.8 15.515.516.715.515.715.214.513.813.813.6
t%; PLOUNEMIIYMNT
Sours.: Council of Economic Advisees and U.S. Deportment of tabor
By CARL H. MADDEN, CHIEF ECONOMISTChomeor of Commerce of rho United atoms
MUST UNEMPLOYMENT RISE TO STOP INFLATION? PotentialGNP irrouuct, or the market value-measureof our output) is the output we could produce if we wereusing our resources fully In recent years, and until 196.5,there was a gap between our actual GNP and the potential.During that period we had prosperity but relatively high5 unemployment. Then, in 1965, the gap closed. Inflation re-sulted and unemployment was reduced to a minimum, Now• we are trying to cool the economy, which presumably 'willopen the gap between actual and potential GNP. Does thismean that unemployment must rise again? It's a toughquestion for President Nixon.
FIRST MEETING
ea
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia UPI.
I' President Tito met for the first
time Wednesday with the 14- mem-
ber panel he apparently had hand
picked to run Yugoslavia when he
is gone.
Tito will be 77 May 25, The
new council includes top senior
Communists as well as younger
perty members from each of
the country's six republics and
two autonomous provinces.
New York was the Ilth of
the original 13 states to ratify
the Constitution.
• N.
•
•
•
•
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T1115 WEEK'S SPECIAL!!:
17 Wide .2 Bedroom, Front
and Ftear
• 1:111SECIALWEEZ --_ $34951*•
MURRAY MOBILE HOMES
Open 6-11 Hwy. 641 80. Ph. 753-3640
(
•
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SANDERS-PURDOM
SPRING SPECIALS
ON THESE
"TOP QUALITY"
USED CARS!
13 OLDS Super
68 4-D, P&A
It OLDS td
2DHT. Double
power.
'68 CADILLAC
4D. P&A
— SPECIAL —
Executive Car
if GRAND PlUX
All P&A, vinyl
top.
'63 CORVETTE
327 4-speed
'66 CORVETTE
Convertible
4-speed, 327-350
NOW
ON
DISPLAY!
1969
G.T.O.
JUDGE
SEE ff TODAY!
Nice
Selection
of New
Cars
'68 CADILLAC
Coupe DeVille
Power, air,
vinyl top.
17 CHEVROLET
Laval* 2-DIIT
Power & air.
17 PONTIAC
Catalina 4-D
Double power.
'68 OLDS N
2DHT. P&A
Vinyl top.
'114 OLD6 U
2D1TT, P&A
vinyl 'top.
•
'84 CADILLAC
82 Sedan. P&A.
'84 PONTIAC
Catalina 4D
Power & air.
'83 CADILLAC
Sedan DeVille
Power & air.
1987
MUSTANG
Convertible
V-8, automatic
Used
Cars
Needed
wawa,'
THE LEDGER & TIDIES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY
SENSINGTHE NEWS
By Thurman Sensing
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
Southern States Industrial Council
THE ADMINISTRATION'S COURSE
Deepening campus Disorders
The trouble at America's co-
lleges and universities, far from
lessening, has worsened mark-
edly in the last few months. Vir-
tual guerrilla warfare is in pro-
gress at San Francisco State
Unteersity, where teachers have
been assailed and bombs have
bees planted. At the Berkeley
campus of the University of Calif-
ornia, it has been necessary to
keep a large contingent of riot
wile at the ready for a lengthy
period.
But the highly publicized diff-
iculties at these institutions is
only a small part of the story.
Trouble is taking place or brew-
ing at a wide range of institutio-
ns, ranging from new urban coll-
eges to famous old universities.
One of the most fantastic devel-
opments is taking placeat Feder-
al City College in the nation's
capital. Black separatists are in
a majarity on the faculty, and
normal academic life has been
twisted into weird patterns. The
college even teaches a course
In "black mathematics," what-
ever that may be. Though the co-
llege has more than 30,000 books
in its library, book circulation
Is running at only about 60 a
week, indicating that little study-
ing is taking place. Professors
who want to teach are looking
for other jobs. New professors
are being recruited, not on the
basis of academic credentials
but on their records of involve-
ment with black pctwer groups.
The nation's institutions of hig-
her education are paying the
price for years of permissive-
ness. Instead of cracking down
on campus lawbreakers, college
and university authorities have
talcd about establishing a "dia-
logue" with militant students.
Naive administrators dan't seem
to realize that it is impossible
to reason with anarchists and
hoodlums. The word "hoodlum"
is used advisedly, for some of
the militants are raiding student
activities fee accounts in order
to finance their revolutionary
action on campus. Investigation
is underway at San Francisco
State University that may lead to
prosecutions for grand larceny.
In a few places, college auth-
orities are beginning to tike
the stern attitude that is.sieeded.
The president of Notre Dame
University has warned that law-
breaking student demonstrators
will be given 15 minutes to "med-
itate" and change their ways.
Otherwise they will be expelled,
If colleges had expelled riotous
students, instead of suspending
them for a short time, the sit-
uation would not be out of hand.
No college or university should
be a privileged sanctuary for
anarchists and practitioners of
civil disobedience.
In the case of the new Notre
Dame policy, President Nixon
hailed this policy as right and
proper. Unfortunately, some co-
llege presidents and liberal co-
mmentators immediately critic-
ized the President and Notre
Dame. The Nixon Administration
also has reported - and it is
a highly encouraging developme-
nt - that the Justice Department
soon will take action against
militant student agitators who
cross state lines to foment riots,
A sweeping investigation of cam-
pus militants is in order and
overdue.
More than law is needed, how-
ever. What's essential is a re-
assertion of the rights and priv-
Lieges of university authorities
and a rebuke to self-important
student radicals who presume
to tell trustees and administrat-
ors what they should do. This
kind of presumption was evident
last month at the University of
Virginia where something called
the "Student Coalition" and a
"human relations" chapter sou-
ght to dictate to the Board of
Visitors at U. Va.
The leftist Students for a De-
mocratic Society (SDS) in coop-
eration with the radical Southern
Students Organizing Committee
;SSOC), held a demonstration on
the grounds of the university.
Demonstrators presented a ser-
ies of demands for removal of a
member of the Board of Visitors,
appointmest of black faculty and
administrators, and change in
the university's pay scale for
employes.
In short, the demonstrators
made demands covering matters
'in which they haven° competence
of authority. The demonstration
was followed up by emotional tir-
ades in which it was said the "Un-
iversity of Virginia must prove
itself to the black community."
A member of the university board
was termed "a piggish symbol
of racism." The idea of &minor-
ity of radicals dictating to the
great university founded by Tho-
mas Jefferson no doubt disgusts
thinking people far beyond the
borders of the Old Dominion.
Such action is not confined to
the University of Virginia; it is
taking place nationwide.
A university is supposed to
be a place of learning, where
national and state traditions are
respected, and where civilized
discussion is the rule. There is
no place in a true university for
those who shout or write abase
and who attempt to usurp lawful
authority of trustees and admin-
istrators. Students who can't be-
have like gentlemen should be
denied the privilege of continued
univetsity attendance.
MORE STRIKES
ROME UPI - A three-day-old
gasoline strike and strike warn-
ings by transportation workers
and tanker truck drivers threat-
ened today to turn 53 million Ital-
ians into a nation of pedestrians
Agitation by civil servants add-
ed to the problems of the shaky
government of Premier Mariano
Rumor,_ which-just sur vived a test
of confidence over its handling of
internal squabbles.
Wall Street
Chatter
NEW YORK UPI - The current
judgment of the stock market
as a whole seems to be that
"overall domestic and world
conditions are not quite as dark
and bleak as many confirmed
bears would lead us to believe,"
Hayden, Stone Inc. says. At least
for the time being, the firm
adds, most of the news regard-
ing domestic credit seems to
have been absorbed, though the
market is having obvious diff-
iculty analyzing and estimating
the economic situation in the
months to come.
Bache & Co. says investors
have become generally inured
to monetary developments if the-
Jr lack of response to Federal
Reserve board chairman William
Martin's hint at the possibility
of a further tightening in mone-
tary policy is any indication.
The market is in a "convincing"
stage, the firm .?&.lf, and 
ternal durability must be main-
tained over the near term in
order to draw cautious invest-
ors off the sidelines."
B. F. Hutton & Co. says rail-
road issues have shown a "rather
uncharacteristic volatility of late
due mostly to alternating invest-
er enthusiasm and dismay over
railroad holding companies." In
assessing 1969 potential for the
railroad industry, the firm says
a number of negative factors
must be considered, including
restrictive monetary policy, hi-
gher interest rates, adverse we-
ather conditions and the dock
strike. On the plus side, the
firm notes, are freight rate in-
creases obtained in June and
November of last year, the poss-
ibility of another rate increase,
Improved outlooks for several
key commodities, ceintinutedhigh
automobile production and a pro-
jected step up in piggyback and
container traffic.
Regardless of short-range act-
ion, the market is now in an "In-
dian summer" phase, according
to Indicator Digest. The boom
cycle is well along, the firm says,
and "were very likely witness-
ing the terminal stages of the
great super-bull move which be-
gan back in 1949."
SOMALIS VOTE
MAGODISCIO, Somalia UPI -
Somalis voted today in the East
African country's third general
election. Premier Mohamed Ibra-
him Egal was expected to win eas-
ily. Sixty-two political parties
were on the ballot.
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Student Plan
10% A Cal'. Iowa (UPI) -
For students with limited means,
the University of Iowa has a un-
ique pay-as-you-go plan.
Instead of two lump pay-
ments at the start of each SeM-
ester, students can pa), 84,0
down and the balance of their
tuition and fee charge. in month-
ly installments.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. at N. 17th St.
Murray, Kentucky
Sunday at 11:00 am. and
Wednesday at 8:00 p.m.
— ALL WELCOME —
The Bible Speaks to You
Station WNBS - 1340 KC
Sunday at 8:15 a.m.
"The Best In Service . . . Best of Gasoline" from
641 SUPER SHELL SERVICE
Across from Jerry's Restaurant - Phone 753-9131
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If these problems concern figures - whether
it's maintaining a budget, counting calories
or balancing the checkboOk -
MARK V is the answer.
Easy to operate, this lightweight portable
adding machine is the latest electric
appliance for the home or office It adds
and subtracts,.and totals figures up to
one cent less than one million
dollars (999,999.99).
As sturdy as it is attractive, the case is
Cycolac in distinctive Harvest Gold.
And the insides are tough, case-
hardened steel construction.
The MARK V is made in the
U.S.A., and guaranteed for
I year, parts and labor.
FEATURES:
Fast action 10-key keyboard
for easy entry of all figurework.
Simple operation for all
addition and subtraction
problems. Adds 7, totals
8 columns.
Fully electric operation, with
built-in safety switch-
motor shuts off when case
is opened. Operates on
110-120 Volt A.C.
UL
Rugged Cycolac
case, with retractable
carrying handle. compact
size: only 13 x x 61V In
operating position. Stores vertically
In 61/2" x 5" space. Lightweight,
r only 14 lbs.
Durable case-hardened steel
Internal construction, cadmium
plated for extra strength. All
manufacturing and assembly
in U.S.A.
Full one-year parts and
labor warranty, by ViCtOrd
America's largest manufecturer
of business machines. /
\\
1— MARK V BY
VICTOR
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41 1.4151612130 3
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Now See It Try It Buy It
LEDGER & TIMES
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HIGHLIGHTS IN LIFE OF GENERAL EISENHOWER
MOM NOM he Abikese, Kan., is where young Dwight D.-Sliknbriactir goad 1 piss entrance exams into West Point.
SON JOHN (in uniform) and Mamie watched General Eisen-
hower don robes to become Columbia university president
1
NEWLY GRADUATED from West Point, Lt. Dwight D. Eisen-hower and his 19-year-old bride, Mamie Doud, posed for aphotograph at his first assignment at San Antonio, Texas.
RETURN TO UNIFORM came when western powers joined informing the North Atlantic Treaty organization and Columb-ia President Eisenhower was asked to command Allied forces.
PRELIMINARY to inauguration for old soldier Eisenhower was THROUGH PRESS CONFERENCES like this President Eisen-personal visit to Korean President Syngman Rhee and front. hower let electorate know of administration's policies, plans.
DISPLAYING remarkable re-
cuperative powers, Ike re-
covered from serious heart
attack at Fitzsimon's Army
hospital in Denver (above)
In 1955; from an operation
for ilietis in 1956, and from
a mild stroke late in 1957.
DURING HOOVER ADMINISTRATION, still young Major Eisen-hower served under Chief of Staff Gen. Douglas MacArthur.
AGAIN IN MUFTI, Dwight D. Eisenhower made whistle stopsand big city rallies as he campaigned for Presidency in 1952.
END OF WORLD WAR II found allies Russian Marshal GeorgiZhukov and Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, former supreme sscommander of Allied forces in Europe, together in Moscow,
INAUGURATION in 1953 was a solemn affair as a Republicanadministration took office for the first time in two decades.
THIS "SUMMIT MEETING" of Big Four powers in Geneva in 1957, to discuss the Russian Space Age threat. From left1955 did not settle foreign policy problems, and a 'NATO are Soviet Premier Bulganin; President Eisenhower; Frenchmeeting, attended by Ike, was held in Paris in December, Premier Faure; British Prime Minister Sir Anthony Eden.
GOAL FOR THE FUTURE, a future out of thespotlight of public life and administration, is this FAVORITE HOBBY of a man named Eisenhower, whether hequiet Gettysburg farm upon which Ike and Mamielavished much time, attention and care. was General, Mr. President or just plain Mister, was golf.
HAPPY GATHERING in June of 1987 came at Bryn Mawr, Pa., as granddaughter Anne,18, graduated from Shipley school. Ike gave address. Mamie. son John are also seen.
A DIPLOMATIC high spot in the Eisenhower career camewhen he hosted Soviet Premier and Mrs. Khrushchev.
PRESIDENTIAL MEETING, old and new, came in mid-1968 Washington from a heart attack suffered in Palm Desert,when Eisenhower, recuperuting in Walter Reed hospital in Calif. got a rail from, and talks with, President Johnson.
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• Ikes" Greatest Conquest Was The Affection Of The American People
By United Press International
Dwight David Eisenhower won
impressive victories in war and politics.
But his greatest conquest was the
• affection of the American people.
• Just about everyone liked Ike -even
Democrats who voted against him in two
successful campaigns for the White
House. He enjoyed a wider personal
popularity, and had fewer real enemies,
than any U.S. President since George
Washington.
Like Washington, Eisenhower became
a national hero as a military commander.41 But his overnding concern as President
was to win a stable peace for a world
living in the shadow of the hydrogen
bomb. He considered the ending of the
Korean War the most important
accomplishment of his first term. And his
principal preoccupation from the start of
his second term was to restore peace and
stability to the Middle East.
Eisenhower spent the first half-century
• of his life in relative obscurity, growing
• up in a farm home at Abilene, Kans.,
attending West Point, and serving in
routine assignments as a career Army
World War ll brought him to national
and world attention. Promoted rapidly
through a series of important combat
commands, he became a five-star general
and Supreme Commander of the Allied
Forces that smashed Hitler's "Fortress
• Europe."
After the war came a seven-year
interlude during which he served as Army
chief of staff, president of Columbia
University, and commander of North Atl-
antic Treaty Organization. His political
career began at the top in 1952, when he
yielded to a presistent demand from Ms
admirers to seek the Republican1111 presidential nomination.
• He won the nomination in a rough
convention battle with Sen. Robert A.
Taft of Ohio and went on to defeat Gov.
Adlai E. Stevenson of Illinois, the
Democratic presidential nominee, by an
overwhelming majority in the November
election.
On Jan. 20, 1953, at the age of 62,
Eisenhower was inaugurated as 34th• president of the United States. He was
• the first Republican to occupy the White
House in 20 years.
His popularity with the voters grew
steadily during his first term. Federal
spending was slashed deeply, and a 10 per
cent cut in income taxes took effect.
Except for a brief and comparatively mild
recession in 1954, the nation enjoyed
unprecedented economic prosperity.
• The end of the Korean bloodshed, the
• death of Russian dicatator Josef Stalin
and the emergence of a new regime in
Moscow, the Big Four "summit"
conference in Geneva in the summer of
1955, all contributed to the easing of
public fears of a nuclear holocaust
A heart attack which he suffered
during this third year in office raised
• doubts about his ability to run for a
second term. But he recovered from that
• attack, and from a subsequent abdbminal
operation, and was renominated
unanimously by the Republican
Convention in San Francisco in August,
1956. The Democrats again chose
Stevenson to oppose him.
Campaigning on a "peace and
prosperity" platform, Eisenhower won
re-election by a landslide, polling the
largest popular vote ever received by a
• presidential candidate to that time. But
Democrats won control of both chambers
of Congress.
The election results convinced
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President Jehnson.
Eisenhower that the Republicao party
must be "modernized" and cast in a more
liberal and internationalist mold if it was
to win political power in the future. He
began his second term by pushing the
party in that direction with a federal
budget that called for a substantial
increase in spending to support a variety40- social welfare and international
programs.
This budget promptly came under
heavy fire from the conservative wing of
the party, as well as from Democrats.
Business organizations which had
supported him during his first term
opened a sharp attack on his request for
federal aid to schools and other measures
of "modern republicanism."
Dwight David Eisenhower was born
Oct. 14, 1890, at Denison, Tex. When he
was a few months old, his family moved
to Abilene, Kan., where he and his five
brothers grew up in a home where money
was never plentiful and often scarce.
He became a professional soldier
almost accidentally. He applied for
entrance to the Naval academy in 1911,  
NIT WAR 1,0t0f h.,.,:r2v, ".•
months over the age limit. So he took the
West Point examination instead.
He won letters in baseball and football
at .the military academy and earned a
passable, if not distinguished, academic
record. He graduated as a second
lieutenant in 1915, along with a large
number of other future generals who won
the class of '15 the nickname of "The
Class the Stars Fell On."
Lt. Eisenhower showed ha first flash
of tactical genius at his rust post-Fort
Sam Houston, Tex; He met Mamie
Geneva Doud at a post dance in October
and asked for a date. The popular girl
told him to call back in a month. Instead
he went into action with a barrage of
telephone calls spaced 15 minutes apart.
It worked. He got a date for the following
evening and appeared four hours early.
Then he moved in on the Doud family's
Sunday picnics. By December, he and
Mamie were engaged. They were married
at Denver on July 1,1916.
When the United States entered World
War I, Eisenhower thought his chance had
come to win glory on the battlefield, but
he spent the war as a captain,
commanding a tank training school at
Gettysburg, Pa.
The first real break in his military
career came in 1933, when he was
appointed aide to Gen. Douglas
MacArthur, then Army chief of staff.
Two years later, he followed MacArthur
to the Philippines, where he helped
establish the Commonwealth Army that
fought so gallantly at Bataan.
When war clouds gathered in Europe,
he was called back to the United States
and in 1940 became chief of the war
plans division of the U.S. General Staff.
He was a Lieutenant Colonel at the
outbreak of World War II and by the time
of Pearl Harbor was a brigadier general
(ternP01100-
In March, 1942, he was appointed
chief of the operations division of the
General Staff (G-3) and was promoted to
major general. He won a reputation at the
Pentagon as a brilliant officer and became
a protege of Chief of Staff George C.
Marshall.
He still was virtually unknown outside
professional army circles when President
Franklin D. Roosevelt announced his
election as supreme comi*der of the
Allied forces for the invasion OrAfrica.
The choice, made at Marshall's
suggestion, was based on the fact that
•"•- -
NIXON CONFERRED WITH 'IKE' ON MIDDLE EAST-President Richard M.
Nixon paid a spur-of-the-moment call on former President Eisenhower at Walter
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Eisenhower had worked out the plans for
the opening of a "second front" in
Western Europe, and it was felt that he
was the best man to put the plans into
operation.
He flew to England in the summer of
1942 as a major general and began
readying for the first step in the master
plan -the invastion of North Africa.
His tenets of command were few and
to the point. Apply the maximum force
against the enemy, give him no rest, strike
boldly and fight as a land, sea and air
team without regard for nationality or
division of glory.
From then on victories and
promotions piled up swiftly for
Eisenhower, despite his insistence that
the credit for battles won should go to his
field commanders.
Later, Eisenhower became commander
of American forces in Europe and
military governor of the U.S.' Zone in
Germany.
As 1945 neared and end, he returned to
Washington and succeeded Marshall as
WITH LYNDON JOHNSON IN 1965
WITH HERBERT HOOVER IN 1953
WITH HARRY S TiUMAN IN 19411
Army chief of staff.
During this period he was constantly
confronted by ardent admirers and
well-wishers who wanted to push him for
political office. He always rebuffed these
overtures and once asked in exasperation:
, "How many times does a fellow have to
say no'?
On May 2, 1948, Eisenhower retired as
chief of staff and a month later he
became president of Columbia University
In New York City.
In this civilian post, he was more than
ever considered fair game for admirers
who wanted to draft him as a presidential
candidate. As a professional soldier, he
had refrained from stating a preference
for either political party, and both
Democrats and Republicans boomed him
as a standard-bearer. But he firmly took
himself out of the 1948 election campaign
by declaring In a letter to a newspaper
publisher that he did not think a military
man should run for president unless there
were exceptional circumstances to make
it necessary.
Eisenhower spent two years as
president of Columbia and was delighted
Reed Army Medical Center on February 2. The Chief Executive and the General
discussed the critical Middle East situation and Europe's NATO defense system.
-UPI Photo
with the prospect of a long career as an
educator. But this was not to be. First, he
was called beck to the Pentagon for
temporary service as chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, to get the service
unification program rolling.
Then, in December, 1940, he was sent
to Paris to be Supreme Commander of
the newly-organized North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO). Displaying
the talent for diplomacy that made his
World War II commands a success, he
managed to build an effective
International fighting force for the 12
NATO nations that had banded together
to resist Communist aggression.
While he was in Paris, a new "Ike for
President" boom- looking toward
1962-;was started. Gov. Thomas E. Dewey
of New York, twice defeated GOP
presidential nominee, got behind it. A
procession of Republican senators and
congressmen called at Eisenhower's Paris
headquarters to -urge him to run. From
there, on Jan. 7, 1952, Eisenhower finally
proclaimed himself a Republican and said
he would run for the presidency if he
"got a clear-cut call to political duty."
His name was entered in many states
for delegates to the Republican National
Convention. He won several.
Then came the GOP convention in hot
and steamy Chicago in July, 1%2. Largely
with the help of experts from the
organization of Dewey and Herbert
Brownell, Jr., later to become attorney
general. Eisenhower defeated Taft for the
nomination on the first ballot.
Aftei the convention, Eisenhower and
Taft patched up their differences.
Eisenhower swung into his first
campaign against Stevenson with a vigor
that amazed politicians who a few
months earlier had found him a most
reluctant candidate. He crisscrossed the
continent on speaking tours, traveling
30,000 miles by air and WOOD by train.
He won over Stevenson in a walk,
polling 33,966,762 votes to the democratic
nominee's 27,314,992; The electoral count
was even more lopsided. Eisenhower 4C,
StJ1
i.:94141i first acts as president-elect.
was to keep a campaign promise to visit,
the Korean battlefront. He never claimed
that his personal inspection trip helped to
end the war. But when negotiations
which had begun under the Truman
administration resulted in a Korean
armistice in July, 1963, most Americans
credited President Eisenhower.
On Sept. 94, 1946, while he was
vacationing at Denver, Colo., Eisenhower
suffered aa attack of coronary
thrombosis. He was taken to Fitesimmons
Army Hospital near Denver and placed in
an oxygen tent.
He came through the critical first few
weeks with flying colors, and doctors
pronounced him on the road to recovery.
But during the long months of gradual
convalescence that followed, No one-not
even Eisenhower-knew whether he
would be strong enough to run for a
second term in the world's most gruelling
job.
Finally, on Feb. 2), at the biggest
White House press conference in history,
he said he was avaialble for nomination.
He told the nation by radio and television
that "after the most careful and devoutly
prayerful consideration . . . I have
decided that if the Republican Party
chooses to renominate me, I shall
accept."
There was not the slightest doubt
about his party's desire to renominate
him. But before it could be done amid
wild enthusiasm in San Francisco's Cow
Palace in September, Eisenhower suffered
another serious illness.
He was rushed to Walter Reed in June
for emergency surgery to relieve an
Intestinal block resulting from a disease
called ileitis. His lengthy hospitalization
with this illness again revived speculation
that he would retire from politics. But
Eisenhower announced he was standing
by his decision to run.
The 1956 count was Eisenhower
35,582,236; Stevenson 30,028,887 The
electoral vote. 457 to 74.
On Nov. 9, 1965, Eisenhower suffered
his second heart attack in Augusta, Ga.,
where he and his wife had been
vacationing. Two days later, at Ft,
Gordon Army Hospital, the former
president was stricken for the third time.
After an extended hospital stay
doctors again pronounced Eisenhower in
good health.
In December of 1946, his gall bladder
was removed at Walter Reed Medical
Center in Washington without
complications. A hospital spokesman said
the "whole procedure was normal."
The next year saw Eisenhower return
to Waltei Reed three times, Twice for
digestive disorders and once for urinary
tract complications. Doctors said none of
the conditions were serious, however.
Eisenhower suffered his fourth heart
attack April 29, 1968 while on a golfing
vacation at Palm Springs, Calif. He was
treated at nearby March Air Force Base
and then transferred to Walter Reed
where he suffered another heart seizure
June 15.
Even so, Eisenhower did play a role in
politics as the 1968 Republican National
Convention drew near. Calling newsmen
to the hospital on July 18, he announced
his endorsement of Nixon for the GOP
presidential nomination.
The Ebienhowers had two sons, one of
whom died in infancy. The other son
John, served with the Third Division in
the Korean War and rethmedhome in the
late summer of 1943 with the rank of
major.
John Eisenhower was married to
Barbara Jean Thompson and they have
four children. Milton Eisenhower, the
former President's brother, is President
emeritus of Johns Hopkins University in
Baltimore.
Ellington Proposes 60% Of Surplus
Co To Education; About $14 Million
NASHVILLE (UPI) - Gov.
Buford Ellington today proposed
giving education 60 per cent of
any state surplus that might ac-
cumulate by the end of the next
fiscal year.
This could be between $15
and CO million.
In an address before the Ten-
nessee Education's Association
Representative Assembly here,
Ellington said the remaining
surplus would go to meptal and
public health, the safety and
welfare departments.
"We have proposed a method
which would allow 60 per cent
of the funds which might ac-
cumulate in excess of our bud-
get by June SO, 1970 to be
available for education," the
governor told the teachers.
"The remaining 40 per cent
of these hinds-if they do exist
at that time-would be used in
the vital fields of mental health,
public health, safety and wel-
exas was readmitted to the
I nicm March to. 1870
fare," the governor said.
"I think this clearly illus-
strates our determination to
make available to education
every possible dollar within the
framework of sound focal man-
agement so essential to bur
state government," he said.
Ellington did not speculate on
how much money, if any, would
be involted.
However, sources said that
the surplus at the end of this
fiscal year, which would be ap-
plied to the budget for the next
fiscal year could amount to be-
tween $15 and $al million. Some
legislative sources are predict-
ing as much as $25 million.
The TEA has asked for an in-
crease in Ellington's proposed
school budget of about $107 mil-
lion over the next two years.
The governor said that he
has asked the general assembly
to invest over 11907 million fox
education over the next two
years. He said this marks an
increase in educational spend-
ing by some $114 million.
The governor's budget does not
call for Increased taxes but the
teacher organization has asked
for a half cent increase in the
sales tax and the transfer of
some $34 million from construc-
tion funds to current programs.
There has been speculation
during the past week in the
general assembly that the leg-
islature would seek additional
money for education from a
surplus instead of raising tax-
es.
Ellington reiterated his school
budget proposal that teachers
be given salary increases rang-
ing from $300 to 1600 over the
next two years depending on
experience.
The governor also referred to
a legislative move to pxamine
closely expenditures for educa-
tion. -
"It is now my opinion that
,the public is now demanding-
and with, justification-that all
education expenditures be ex-
amined just as closely as other
tax dollars," he said.
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leaday babool 10:00 sm.Worship Service   11:00 am
010L11•0 CAMP GROUND
1111STRODIeT
Sm. Jere, Loamy. pswilmrPRO
Slaiartli Sunday:
'111 WWilp Serelw .. 1:1.3
aallawai Ileheei 10:41
MTV posopir  Ad(id and 4th Onslase)
IN • Pease
CRUNCH OP CIERIST
Sea Thiront. Whalotor
&MAW
sae. &ow 9:05WmalliO,_ awn: .... 15:4e
mentos Wervibtp   II:0031hilassday
11641mosit Ribie lingdy 7:30
MURRAY C111711C11 OF
TIM NAZARKNE
South Illth and Plainview
lames 1. Lesese. DIOnlidar
Sundae Behead  WIN a.m.
Ifforaing Womb*  11:00 a.aa.
leirWelor Primer nervinglc liervisa .. 7:00 p.m.
Wimbrosday  Tile p.m.
PIMPLE MILL
UNTIVID MRTNODIST CIIITMCM
Sae. & Themes. Pnotor
Presoking:
nest and Third Sundays at 11 a.m.
1117=4th aresdays at 5:10 am.
imaday Sidemi at alternate times
sash ilnrgav.
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▪ Sad Third Sundays II:30
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Worship Service  11.00 a.m.
Methodist Tooth Followed!,
Seeing  6:00 p.m.
CISUBcal or dEere Ci•n•IIT
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
(Ilorereal
Illerviess held at 16th and Sycamore
Sunday School  111:00 am.
Sacrament Meeting 7:141 p.m.
Phase 763-11241
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?ASMARA CLIC
(Pratemorma Charge Of 0041
Oil Amapetes)
Cherry a Chestnut
Ser. Ilabsi W. De Weber. Posase
Sooday adipaL ifi
Monmeg 111N NLA
Moaning Werald0  1:10 'P.M.
Wed. Prayer Meeting  7:30 P.M.
Friday P.T.P.A.  7:20 P.M.
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CMURCR
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• IMIremalIse or tremporamMas
OBI IS•4•011 'SWIM
MIST MRTNIODIST CM1C1CM
PIM mud Mari. Streele
Br. Sormer1 Z. Dadhaes. Jr.. prolair
Church School   11:46a.m.
hinhony UNITZD magniag worship
111.ETRODIST centime   11:41 5 10:60
sm. Marko A. Dowry. ~Mr Jr. & Sr. Pallknesiklp . 4:30 Pm
amok Selma  1* :NI a.m. 111,414111. WOmM111  7:01 p.m.Worship Service: RUM= IDAPTIST caraca  11:11.m. & 7:00 p.m yagebg managian, parberYouth Pelloirralp: 
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MINIM OF CSR'S? ---- -es:ix PLAIN CIFICRCIR.lhavid Ram. sallabew AP CERN?
Our Symbol
One ol out most treasured riches is dar Liberty Bell
It is uncalled beir_ause it was rung on July 5, 1776 to summons
the citizenry lor the terse announcement that the Decl 
of Independence had been adopted. Today.
if remisem tie greetest fridge/ of • settee free fresa
frame,SS geseraweet awl tetelerabre is relive.
"1110a that nation is Amenca
ut one fact often ...ertneked is Mai when the
baste/at bell was twirrially cast its makers turned to
the &bk. to Lesititus, for the words inscribed
around its turnout. -Procirung Liberty tbrorgbeat the
lead rata ail tie 'cohabitants dienref." What a
beginning  Who a heritage' What a
privilege to he a ion or daughter of Freed.....
Land *As, • Mesmer •  he ea Rawricat.
How gran is our
on
'or... ••••••••io
ilim• •
LIRE T creenateLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
Rohm:a Ill. Banda Pastor
Sunday School  10:00 a.m.
Preaching  11:00 azn.
BLOOD WYSS BAPTIST CIIIALCII
Highway 444, New Concord, Ky.
Am &abort Ref" Pewise
Sunday School  10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship  11:00 a. m.
evening Worship 8:30 P. m Rund,y
Max Andersen. Seaday *obese ISO. Morning Worship 
Training Union 
Itrtn tag V.orshtp 
Wed. Prayer Hooting 
SINNONIAL BAPTIST CRURes
MM. 11044.4 as 100
Semen Culpepper. peeler
Dial-A-Devotian  763-4411
Sunday School  11:40 sm
Morning Worship  10:10
Training Union:
(Sept -March)  6:30 p.m
"Jaen-Aug.)  II:10 pjn
Evening Worship:
(Sept -March)  11:30 Pm
(Apili-A.M.)  7:30 p.m
Prayer Meeting:
Bach Wednesday . . . . :20 p.m.
NEW MOUNT CARS'S'.
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CRURCH
Rey. BM, Gallhaer• pastor
Sunday School  10:1141 a.m.
Morning Worehlp  11:14 a.m.
•"*""'".;.-
Wednesday Youth
Fellowship  ale. p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST CEURCE
Rey.W1Ule debases vaster
Sunday School  10:00 a.m
Hilly Roberts. Runt
Morning Worship  11:00 a.m.
Training Union  1-30 p.m.
Donnie Chapman, Director
Evening Worship  10 p.m
Wednesday Service .. • 7:00 P.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY catacE
OF CHRIST
Murray-Pottertown Road
Bra. James We... Inhalator
Bible Study  10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship  11-00 a.m
WSW PROVISSItele
CII1r1CII Or CHRIST
&galley Dale. intsieter
eunday.
Sunday School 14 P Tn.
Morning Worship 11 a m
Evening eliaaelea -------8 p.m
Evening Worship ... 6:20 pm.
Werth...der : '
Bible cues 
Ringing
SCOTTS GROOS BAPTIST CHUSCIO
Sow. Lee. Peniek. waster
School  14:04 aw• •
- thee ant. 
 1:10 p.m.
Worship  1:10 p.m.
Service  7:30 p.m.
Rawly Barnett, CIL lisipa. Paul Ways.
Garrie•a. realning Onion Direetea.
ST. LZIO CATHOLIC CRVISCIII
401 N. 11th Street
Rim Marna Mattioirle. Paster
Sunday Masses: II a.m..11. am. and
4:50 p.m.
Holyday and First Friday:
11"0 sm. and 4:00 p.m.
NORTEMIDE BAPTIST CRUSCI
Randolph Allen. nosh*
Jerry Graham, Sunday School [opt.
te.n Sono.) 
Worship Service  
Evening Service  
Prayer Meeting Wed 
•
• 6
10:04 a.m
11:00 am.
1:00 p.m
7:00 p.m.
Sunday Eventrir Singing .. 11:110 p.m.
POPLAR SPRINGS BAPTIST
CEURCH
Route 3 - Pottertovn.
Sea Charles Cannables. Muiter
10:00 a.m•
11:00 am.
1:00 p.m. Ai
p.m.W
1:00 p.m'
MT. PLIMAIII•NT CUMBERLAND •
PRINIITTURIAN CMU1L4 It
Kerning Worship  11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night eervIele  7:00 p.n..
Worship Ssrvloi at 11:00 each rim
and third Sunoev
LOcMir 'onova
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
Kirksey. Kentucky
Robert Ittatiwies. minister
Sunday School . ...... 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship  11:00 ant •
,unday Night Service 7:00 p.m
Pinter RAPTIOIT CHURCH
a. Cs CIlia.. meseer -
Sunday School  5:10 am.
Morning Worship  10:46 am.
Training Union  0:00 p.m.
i.:ven. Worship (Rroadanat) 6:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting. Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 N. 3.17th Street
William K. Porter, pastor
Sunday School  5:30 am.
Worship Hour  10:30 44.451.
Eventng Service  7:60 p.m.
Chi Rho FeSolt71411p  6:30 p.m.
CT? Fellowsnin  6:00 p.m.
Men's Fellowship .. third Wednesday
rel•F Oen. Meet. .. third Tuesday
OAR GROVE craRaRLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CIRCIICH
R... MU Nod. pastor
Sunday School  10:10 amt.
alnrrisne Woranip .
Ev.nin ty Wnn.hir. , ,T.e• pm.
UNION GROVE CWOIMIN
OP CHRIST
Stacy My.,., ralal•Mr
Sunday School  10:00 am 1/ 0
Worship Service  10:60 a.m.
Evening Service  II:30 p.m.
AIM-Week Bible Study:
8 m. Wednesday  7:00 0111.
6
•
• s
7 pm
SALEM BAPTIST cannons
Bill Knight. pastor
Sunday School  10:00, ars. E.ening Worship 
Morning Worship ...... 11:00 am. Wedneeday Evening
Tr* in ing Union  7:30 pm Prayer Serv lee  7:00 p.m.Evening Worship  7:60 p.m.
Prayer Service  7:00 p.m WEST YORK BAPTIST CEURCR
IIIIIIIING SPRINGS BAPTIST Rey. Heyward Itaborta.paatot
Sunday School  10:00 a.m.CHURCH Morning Worship ......  11:00 am.It... Jetta Pippin. put*, Training Union  6:00 p.m.Sunday School  1000 am Evening Worship  4:30 p.m.Niarrina Worship 11:00 5.-131. Pm.yer Service
'rra •,:ng ['Mon .. 6:30 p.m. Wednesday  7:00 p.m.Evening Worship ....7:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night . . . 7:00 p.m Wallleillif enteric,.
A.M.X. CHURCH
III last Mulberry Street
bunday School  1:40 cm.
111AZAL BA. Tilt CHURCH Worship Service  I 1 :00 a.m.
R. R. Whieheen r. Pastor Evening Worship  7:00 p.m.
Sunday action'  0.46 a-na Wednesday
Vl orsnip  1100 a.m. la.acher lTratnIng 6:30 ;sm.
Training 1.4..on ...  6:30 p.m. Prayer lisrvice  7:31
IC% ening V, vrship  7,30 p.m. A-CE. League   0:00 p.m.
Wednesday Vet .ce  7 :30 p.m.
FIRST AlIeleMBLT OF GOD CHUIM B
Deal. M. W•bb, pester
01111Ralt COWERS IllAPTIas Semen. 1001 •wil Glealaba Reed
CRURCII Sunday School .... ..... . 10:00 a.m.
Lawson WUltaniesa, pastier .4 reship Service  11:00 am.
/under School  10:00 a-M.00540y night  7:50 p.m.
Worship nervier.  11:00 am Mot Week Service  7:30 p.m.
1311MANVEI. MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
Barnett Avenue - Murray, Ky.
Bre. Themes Fortner, pester
Sunday 80110411  10:00 am
Morning Worship  11:00 a.m.
Training Union  4:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
even';',0/911::Ipe &Wompr.atoreiln.. . 1,07a.: aSq.&&&=.111;111i•wwagehip....difr..._11tody 
Wednesday
cu. • • ... 1:1141 ..., RIM GROYS lanllettanT
MalliTnrs MAIMS. Timms t.... A. Primere,
Nairlimni0001r cRIMItCal lad., echoed 
144....ms lgoaskry. Power Trang Una*  
Worship Ber•ita  vs. a.m. W0•02010 11:110 am.
merle 5.1.011040 Am. W""8",  
10 :NI 8-aL spittle° (REEK BAPTIST cavacao10:46 cm.
7:00 p.m. Rev. deka Illealden. rods,
CIIILSCS Sunday School ..... .... 10:00 am
owner Morning Worship  11 : 00 11.10.
9.0,50 &Ay Training i'n on .   7:" l'Asgogy p.m, E.7.‘ening Worship  8:00 p.m.
and 7:410 p.m. Wed. Serdoei  7:30 P.m
7:00 0-10••
-
.:Nly1ElisITT CHURCH OF . IRR/',7
1114 North 15ili Street MURRAY CHCRCII
BeRlia Maier. Wilnalaer TYE RAZARRNZRime 8,  9 on a.m. South 15th and
sierra's, IP • • • , , - • I": 31 3 rn. James J. Bester.Evening Worship  4.'0 p.m. Sunday School  
Mid -Week  T or ,, m Morning Worship
Thursday leollec. Student Es.01I•llatic Serv$00_:
OF UK . c IC BAPTIST CEIIISCS- South Ninth StreetPlaMvievr Bra. 1. D. WIllaws. 641 Super Shell
Op.. 6 a.m.- 12:01 p.m
Free Phan* nod Delver,
SO. 12th at. Ph. 7534121
-
~Mr11184Mor Sunda Sob  8:41 a.m.
10'00 am. !Morning Worshtp  10:46 am.11:00 cm. Training unk..  4:30 p.m.
•; 7:00 P-m- Evening Worship  7:30 p.m.serene Prayer Meeting  7:00 Pan.:7:00 p.m.
Des otional , . . g 15 p-gh 144141 Wurk Prayer
Wednesday -.-.-
Boone's Incorporated
The Cleaner That's Interested la Yes
Owens Food Market
TEL REST IN CHOICE STEAKS
"We Specialise In Hot Pit Barbecue"
1400 Main Street Phone 753-4022
' 'mime&
COLONEL sANDENT RECIPE
Kentuck fried eickN •y lte
-IT'S FINGER LICKIN. GOOD'
1113 Sycamore 753-7101
Calloway County Soil
Improvement Ass'n
Serving Vann Families Since 1934
industrial Road Phone 753-2924
Roberts Realty
Illeyt Roberta - Realtors - lay Roberts
Stone753-1461 - 406 W. Main. Rite TN-M6
Murray Livestock Company
Sale ivory Tuesday at I p.m. Phone T50-5334
Robert Young Kerman K. Ell it
Wm. E. Dodson J.W. You -va
i
Diarriou Crimson
Murray Mobile Homes
Prestcn Harris & David Carter. owners
"Quality Homes at Reasonable Prices"
Phone 753-3640 Safeway
Ward & Elkins
RCA Victor - Prigidalre - Maytag
409 Maple Street Phone 753-1713
Hazel Lumber Company
"We Treat You 0 The Year 0 "
Hazel. Kentucky Phone 492-8121
Leach's Music
'Your Compisto Mamie Osaka"
Dixieland Center, Chestnut at. Phcos 94041175Merest
.
Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.
-For All Year Fertilher Needs"
Murray. Ky Phone 753-1033
I it
Carroll Tire Service
year Unt-lisyni Tire Dealer
1106 Pogue - 4 Blk. E. of 8 12th - Phone 763-1489
Cain & Taylor Gulf Service
Used Cars - Minor Repairs
Day 753-5862 Night 753-3648
.tee
Fitts BkIck & Ready Mix Co.
Sonatas Nooks a MAI Int Caelisle
Rag Moan Street. , Plinio 111141149
cdix Cain & Trees Motor Sales
Ambassador` - Rebel - Rambler
4111EIRCAN Top tnilliklity Used Carr.
IINFORS Five Points Phone 753-6448
A
elf3elk
ir
Holiday Restaurant
Aurora. Ky Phone 474-2223
Open All Year - 6 ani. to 10 p.m.
featurin . . .g 
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish and Bar-S-Q Ribs
• 
Corvette Lanes, Inc.
Bowling At Its Best - Ftne Food
1415 Main Street Phone 763-2202
A Friend
Clifford's Gulf Service
Fria Mum sad Deanery
We Olve Sall Green Stomps
PIT* Point, Phone 7141-0001
1
Palace Drive-In
Pive Points Phone 763-7902
,
Murray Wholesale
.
Grocery Co.
W
I ,
. Sholar's Auto Repair
. Complete Auto and Truck Service
209 So. 7th Phone 763-1161
West Ky. Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012,
Hendon's Service Station
Cloned On Sunday
PlaiNpa N Proilimea
No. 41.13 Street Phone 713-1911
_
Paschall Truck Lines
• So' Service to Memphis and St Lents
Phone 753-1717
Claude Vaughn
Plumbing and Heating
Commercial arid Residential
Repairs & Ingtalletton - Oat. & Sewer
501 No 4th Phone 753-6168
V
Stokes Tractor .42c Imp. Co.
Massey-Fergosfin - Sales & Service
Industrial Rood Phone 733-1319
Trenholm's Drive-In
Henny Penny Chicken - Pizza - Spaghetti
Free tvery on Orders of 112.00 Of MoreDei
12th & Chestnut Phone 7533091
Susie's Cafe
National Hotel Budding
•
I
ammo'
•
Dairy Cheer
ambergers - Chicken - Pit Barbeneer
11111mkes - Spina - Sundaes
WO ORNIMIL Phone 753-8082
REECE S --• -----THE STAG SHOP
dr
Shirley Florist
Flowers for AU pectinous
Member F.T.D.
502 N 4th St 753-3261
Melugin Outboard Marine Lynhurst Resort
Get Ned aln. Themes Z. Ilmows - °maim
Johnson Outboard Motors - Boats & Trailers Phone 4.111-2246 or 4.16-12711
201 So. 7th Phone 753-3734
v
N.
- - - -
.
•
/ 
rit',:)3(31:1 ,,,,-r, Daniel BooneCHICKEN - REEF - SHRIMP -. FISH - HAM
Open 7 Days - 5:41 am. to 11:4 p.m.
Chestnut street 4 next to C71. . 753-4334
Indoor Comfort Center .
Division of Freed cothana Co.. Int.
fi e 4,401111haningHeating - laeet Metal - M 
Chestnut Phone 756-41110 ..
Holcomb Chevrolet, Inc. Kentucky Lake Oil Company
"Where Sales and Service _Ge_Tagether" Jobbers of UN OS Predneln
Sew Concord Phone 7113-1222South 12th Street Phone 713-2817
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President Nixon May Get Opportunity
To Name Four Supreme Court Justices
• ay JONATHAN EDWARDS
Central Press A asocsation
• Correspondent
WASHINGTON — President
Nixon. in his relationship with
the U.S. Supreme Court, could
markedly influence both the
makeup and the thinking of the
high tribunal. He will name a
chief justice and possibly as
many as four associate justices
during his administration.
a The new President will ap-
point a chief justice to replace
*Earl Warren when the latter re-
Urea in June and an associate
, justice to fill the resultant va-
cancy. There is a possibility also
• that three other vacancies may
occur during the next four
years.
This possibility is based on
the age of Hugo L. Black, who
is 82; the heart ailment of Wil-
011am 0. Douglas, 70 (who uses
.icn electric heart pacer); and
Wthe poor eyesight of John M.
Harlan, 69. Justices may retire
at 70 with full pay. _.__ .- -
. •
TOUR appointments could
have a profound influence upon
the Court. On the other hand,
they might have little effect,
Once on more than one occasion
appointees have disappointed the
Ovine executives who named
*them. The late Justice Felix
WFrankfurther, for example, was
regarded as a liberal when he
was named, but turned out to
be a conservative in his rulings.
Mr. Nixon during his cam-
paign reportedly promised
Southern Republicans that he
would appoint "strict construc-
tionists" to the bench. The term
is sub4ect to varying Latespve-
Rations. The President's appoint-
ments will probably serve to
explain, more than anything
else, what he had in mind.
Four appointments to the
Court would be unusual during
a single term. Roosevelt ap-
pointed eight in 17 yesifis, Tru-
man four in eight years. Eisen-
hower five during his two terms
and Kennedy and Johnson two
.each.
• • •
• CHANGES in the Court have
been fairly rapid in the past 35
years, although only two jus-
tices have retired for age or
poor health during the past
decade. Of FDR's eight appoint-
ees, only two remain.. All of
Truman's four selections are
gone, as well as one each of
those picked by Eisenhower and
iiKennedy.
w Of those now sitting. Rome-
(Welt appointed Hugo L. Black
and William 0. Douglas, Eisen-
Justice Slack
Chief Justice Warren
Justice Harlon Justice 'Devils's
hower named John M. Harlan.
Potter Stewart. William J.
Brennan, Jr. and Warren. Ken-
nedy selected Byron R. White.
Johnson picked Abe Fortes and
Thurgood Marshall
In the field of civil rights,
',Mere the Supreme Court hand-
ed down some of its most far-
reaching decisions, only three
present justieet participated in
the historic 9-0 school decision
of 1954 But the vote against
segregation in education is still
9-0 on key cases.
However, new appointments
to the hygti_court could result
In a new apProielii In criminal
law decisions. President Nixon
attacked the Court's interpreta-
tions of criminal law during his
, eampaign and he will undoubt-
- edly keep this in mind in mak-
ing his appointments
%otos Wis44 Visa&
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'1'0 get in and out of car
gracefully, try this — IN: Place
your foot nearer the car inside
the car, sit on the edge of the
seat, bring in the other foot
d then slip back into posit.
ion. OUT: Turn slightly toward
the door, step out with the foot
nearest the door, bend slightly
to clear, bringing the other foot
out as you do, then stand erect.
— Maxine Griffin.
•
•
is a Good
Place to do Business
Because PCA is a• Complete Credit Service!
That means you need only look to PCA for sfl
your short and intermediate-term credit needs—
no matter what they are. Through such carefully
structured loans as OPERATING LOANS,
BUDGETED LOANS, LIVESTOCK AND
POULTRY LOANS and INTERMEDIATE-TERM
LOANS—PCA can provide you with the credit tools
to do the job bast—whatever it is.
• ki addition, you have the advantage of constitatiOn
• with speciekstp in both credit and farmingwho vAll help you sew money by joint planning
to heap interest costs low! This is one big reason
%lift ICA IS A GOOD PLACE TO DO' BUSINESSI
Keys Keel
PRODUCTION
CREDIT ASSOCIATION
305 N 4th Ph 753-5802•
Ans you familiar with the
various cuts of meat and hew te
I prepare them? Do you make the
'most of the money you spend
for meat? If you need some in-
formation on this subject why
not write Miss Pat Everett, Uni-
versity of Kentucky Extension
Office, Benton, Kentucky 42025,
for some free material on sel-
ecting and preparing meats?
— Patricia Everett.
• • •
Grouping of Misch Gives
Unity and Order to a Roans.
One plate standing on a shelf
Is static; a pair appears to have
purpose. But line up three, five
or seven plates on a shelf and
the eye is carried along and
the results are interesting. —
rs. Juanita Amonett.
• • •
MONEY MANAGEMENT —
This is the time of year when
many families are concerned
with problems relating to mo-
ney. Families often ask, "How
much does a Limlly need to
live on?" A family needs to
live on what it has or do a
better job of management.
Wage earners may need to im-
prove their earning power, but
If poor management is the pro-
blem, more money will not
solve this problem.
Families should make a plan
or budget — the one which will
help them to make better use
of the family income. An effec-
tive plan or budget does not
account for every penny, but
means deciding in advance how
the family income will be
spent. — Miss Irma Hamilton.
• • •
BUYING GLASSWARE —The
trend now is to purchase glass-
es in place settings, like flat-
ware. A basic starter set might
Include a water goblet, an all-
purpose glass and a dessert all
with stems. Juice and coctail
glasses may be added. Certain-
ly, you will have two sets of
glassware: One for everyday
kitchen use and one for special
occasions. If you have small
children, you may wish to add a
set of plastic glasses. — Mrs.
Mildred W. Potts.
• • •
A guile': who tirives a bail .3(l)
ards on earth yould propel it
more than a mile on the moon,
sins the onai fieographie
• • •
Oklahoma and NV% ads are the
fink list, states which do not ob'
s'rsrfAashingt,ns birthday,-
4r.,..41,44,404Ztr
British Face
Problem In
World Role
By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
In the British House of Comm-
ons a Conservative member aro-
se, and with sardonic humor de-
manded of Foreign Secretary Mi-
chael Stewart, "will you congrat-
ulate the prime minister for at
last taking on someone his own
size?"
It was a question reflective of
the mood of many another Briton
but for the Labor government of
Prime Minister Harold Wilson
It was no laughing matter.
For a nation trying to divest
itself of empire, plagued by a
division of opinion over Britain's
role in the Nigerian civil war
and with the question of Rhod-
esian independence still unsolved
after three years, the British
troop landing on tiny Anguilla
Island in the Caribbean promised
to create more problems than
it solved.
The landing of some 500 para-
troops and policemen on the 35-
square-mile island seem ed likely
to have an effect opposite from
Stevrart's claim that Britain had
acted in the interests of Cari-
bbean stability.
The black residents of Bri-
tain's dependenices and former
dependencies in the Caribbean
were quick to charge the action
proved a two-faced policy-that
Britain ivould use force against
blacks but not against the whites
of breakaway Rhodesia.
Further, the British were hav-
ing trouble substantiating a claim
that 6,000 islanders on Anguilla
were being intimidated by Amer-
icans of dubious character.
The Anguillan affair was a
teapot illustration of problems
that have plagued the British
for 20 years in the Caribbean,
The problems stem from the
fact that many of the islands
are small, thinly populated, poor
and without the resources to
support themselves.
Larger islands, such as Trini-
dad, Jamaica and Barbados were
unwilling to sacrifice their own
economies and thus went their
separate ways toward indepen-
dence.
First to fail was a proposed
federation of islands including
Jamaica on the north and Trini-
dad to the south Jamaica pulled
out first, quickly followed by
Trinidad.
Britain then tried a federation
in which Barbados would be the
largest island. Barbados, too,
opted out.
That left a string of islands
for which Britain tried various
groupings, retaining foreign aff-
airs and defense in London's
hands -but with home rule. These
were called associated states.
One of these was St. Kitts-
Nevis-Anguilla, administered fr-
om $t. Kitts, 70 miles away.
The anguillans accused the St.
Kitts administration of tyranny
and with ignoring Anguilla's ec-
onomic needs. In 1967 they de-
clared their independence,
Despite British efforts to re-
store old friendships, the Ang-
uillans have demonstrated they
much prefer to have their own
way, even though that way may
be in limbo. And other restles.
Islands are threatening to foliol
suit,
•aLlirea
-,-•••.••••••
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BC to Carry One Hour Drama Special Sunday Night,
CBS To Introduce New Impossible EpisodeBy JACK GAYER
NEW YORK UPI - NBC-TV
broadcasts a one-hour drama sp-
ecial Sunday night, with Melvyn
Douglas and Celia Johnson head-
ing the cast. The network intro-
duces a new "impossible" epis-
ode on CBS a seductive double
agent endangers a mission be-
cause Phelps falls in love with
her,
MONDAY
NBC introduces a new panel
show, -It Takes Two," five days
a week, replacing "Snap Judg-
ment." Vin Scully is host. Mem-
bers of the audience second-guess
judgment of three married coup-
les, each consisting of a celebrity
and spouse.
-Rowan and Martin's Laugh-
In" on NBC has evangelist Billy
Graham as guest.
"NBC Monday Night at the
AlOrieS" screens "I'll Take Swe-
den," starring Bob Hope.
ABC's "The Outcasts" pre-
seats "The Town that Wouldn't."
Remaining citizens of a small
town get help in holding out agai-
nst an outlaw band.
Ronnie Schell and Yikki Carr
are guests on Carol Burnett's
CBS show.
TUESDAY
In "The Family " on ABC's
"It Takes a Thief," Mundy gets
himself quarantined in the home
of an American industrialist to
find out why he is selling oil be-
hind the Iron Curtain.
NBC has another of its monthly
two-hour "First Tuesday" pews-
features programs, filling the us-
ual movie spot. Among the items
are crime and violence in the
Philippines, the life of a typical
New York policeman, the effect
of loud rock roll music on hear-
ing and the Duke of Edinburgh's
views on student demonstrations.
The "60 Minutes" news - feat-
ures program on CBS features
a study of the world of the hero-
in addict and a talk about his
wealth and activities by H. L.
Hunt, Texas multi-millionaire.
''That's Life" on ABC offers
-"Gloria Plays Cupid." The mut-
ical deals with Gloria's attempt
to matchmake between her girl
friend. Ruth Buzzi, Jackie Ver-
non and John Gray are guest
layers.
WEDNESDAY
—nrox, -Hound and the iffidos
McCloud" is the story on NBC's
"The Virginian." An escaped
convict flees from a bounty hun-
ter.
Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, Flip
Wilson and The Vogues are on
"The Glen Campbell Goodtime
Hour " for CBS.
A special new version of the
stage comedy, "Arsenic and Old
Lace," occupies the usual movie
time on ABC. •
NBC's "Kraft Music Hall" has
"Ladies Night," with Mike Doug-
las as host to such guests as
Lena Horne, Totie Fields,Jeann-
ie C. Riley and Barbara Jo Rubin.
In "Periwinkle Blue" on NB-
C's "The Outsider" a husband
fears his wife is plotting his dea-
th and hires detective Ross.
THURSDAY
Singer John Davidson, Phil Wh-
J GETTING MARRIED?
Let as
preserve your WEDDING DAY
I natural color
)
a iroa, irs • g •••-
QUALITY OF WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEED
TUBBS STUDIO'
723 S. 13 Hi 753-3001
itehawk and Alice Ghostley are
guests on "The Jonathan Winters
Show" for CBS,
"Ironsicie", on NBC presents
"A Matter of Lave and Death."
Officer Eve Whitfield is used as
bait In tracking Pawn a criminal
abortionist.
"The CBS Thursday Night Mo-
vies" screens "Seven Days in
May," starring Burt Lancaster
and Kirk Douglas.
4-H & FFA Heifer
Show Planned At
Mayfield June 20
A 4-H and FFA Beef heifer
show is to be held Friday, June
20, at the Fairground in Mayfield.
Boys and girls of the Purchase
Area will have an opportunity
to participate in this show which
will be sponsoredby iheKentucky
Departrr.=t of Agricultii-e -
operation with the cooperative
Extension Service, Department
of Vocational Agriculture and
local leaders.
The following classes will in-
clude Jr. Heifer Calf, born after
January 1, 1968; Sr. Heifer Calf,
born between September 1, apd
December 31, 1968; Summer Ye-
arling Heifer, born between May
1 and Aug. 31, 1968; Jr. Yearling
Heifer, calved between Jan. land
April 30, 1968; Sr. Yearling Heif-
er, clved between September 1,
1967 and December 31, 1967; Pro-
clueing cow, any age, must have
raised one calf.
The purpose for the Show is to
encourage young people to get
into the beef breeding project
which could help them to grow
in inventory and net worth. Heif-
ers used in these projects could
be foundations of future herds.
Both Purebred and grade heif-
ers may be shown. The main ob-
jective is to learn to select the
best quality animals possible.
They must be the bonified prop-
erty of 9-H and FFA members
and registered in their name 60
days before the show.
A training meeting on Train-
ing, feeding, fitting and groom-
ing these calves will be held
Friday night April 25 at/hayfield
at 7;30 p.m. for 4-H members
that are planning to enter anim-
als in the s: re. This and other
meetings via, be conducted by
John Vaughn, Area Extension Sp-
ecialist in Beef location in Clin-
ton.
FRIDAY
"This is Tom Jones" on ABC
features Judy Carrie, Millicent
Martin, Jo Anne Worley and Ani-
ta Harris.
"The Wild Wild West" on C
has an episode in which travelin
actors are suspectedof engineer-
ing stage holdups.
"For the Love of Carlos" is
presented on NBC's "The High
Chaparral." Victoria is kidnap
by the father ofa Mexican boy sh
befriends.
"The CBS Friday Night Mov-
ies" screens "TheSinging Nun,"
starring Debbie Reynolds.
SATURDAY
"ABC's Wide Worldof Sports"
features a live telecast of a 15-
round bout in Houston, Texas,
in which Joe Frazier will defend
his share of the world heavy-
weight boxing title against Dave
Z yglewicz.
Another of the new short "Hon-
eymooners" segments is featur-
ed on Jackie Gleason's CBS Hour.
"NBC Saturday Night at the
Movies" screens "Becket," sta-
rring Richard Burton and Peter
O'Toole.
Bing Crosby is host for ABC's
"The Hollywood Palace," with
Sally Ann Hower, Phil Crosby,
Shelley Berman, the Four Tops
and George Carl backing him up.
-eta
OHIO PEN'S BIRD MAN RELEASED Robert McKay pleft I,
Ohio Penitentiary's bird man, shows one of his canaries to
hia son. Robert Jr:,-.before-being releasedir5m t itisIitu-
tion in Columbus. McKay spent his time in confinement 1.canaries and writing a book recently published.
THIS WEEK S SPEC1AL!!:
12' Wide -2 Bedroom, Front
and Rear
SPECsiAL  $3495°°
MURRAY MOBILE. HOMES
Open 8-8 Hwy. 641 So. Ph. 753-3640
b.
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Abuse Of Drugs Brings Harm,
Group At College Is Told
"Young people seek the world
at needles, Joints' and cubes in
as effort to make the mrid bet-
ter, but they find only mental
sad physical deterioration. When
they wake up, they find their
friends are not the kind they
wouki have chosen in the De-
eming."
The speaker was Willard Ails.
chief pharmacist of the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital and
western vice president of the
Kentucky Society of Hospital
Pharmacists. He appeared
at Paducah Community
as a series of meetings be-
ige Am dlogg and their use and
UAW.
All told members of the West
Kentucky Personnel and Gael.
ance Association that drugs are
popular with young people be-
cause of the effects on the mind.
LSD is Ming its popularity be
cause of the pubhcity about pea
sibie chromosome damage. An-
other reason kw its loss of pspu-
isrity is the tear of having a
"bad trip," or a "freak-ouL"
Ails said.
He described the types of
drugs available to young people
as the depressants, stimulants
Cook's Jewelry
It= 501 VAIN SlIEET is
sad ballociapaa
The depronnota baba the
barbiturates, pp, said. Pe PM.
are referred to by the =NS by
such names as "goof bah."
"blue devils," and "red doter
sod "double troubles." Aksbalg
Manages ales are doptianats.
110 use ar &cremate pro-
duce a feeling of tranquility and
well being. Ails said. They also
cause motor incoordinatioa and
physical dependence. be said. In
the case of an individual who is
addicted to depressants, sudden
withdrawal can be dangerous
because of the physical effects,
he said.
Depressants are used exten-
sively because they are more
socially acceptable than the
hard drugs and narcotics. Ails
said.
Stimulants are known as the
"ups" and "speed," he said.
This group includes the am-
VOTE FOR
JOHN WATSON
Sheriff
OF CALLO WAY COUNTY
QUALIFIED - SERVICE AND HONESTY MY PLEDGE
••• FIRST TIME TO ASK FOR PUBLIC OFFICE
••• SHERIFF'S OFFICE OPEN SATURDAYS - ALL DAY
re' WHEN YOU CALL ME I WILL COME
— YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE APPRECIATED —
Democratic Primary May 27, 1969
phetamines, the mailed pep
and diet pills. raw drop have
been in exisleaCeli flout 35 to
40 years. They are used by
many individuals who want to
stay awake for long penods of
time and by 'lemon who are
trying to lose weighL he said.
The hallucinogens include
LSD. They create hallucina-
tions. Also included from a
pharmacological standpoint are
marijuana tessaified as a nar-
cotic by authorities) and glue,
which many young people sniff.
The best way to control drugs
Is the preventive approach,
through education. Ails said.
Every national problem begins
on a local level, and educates
must begin with small groupa,
Ails reported. All aspects of so-
ciety must unite to control the
drug problem, it is not the job
of a single group, he said.
"We must reach the same
people the pushers are trying to
reach," he said.
The drug abuse clinic will
continue Monday. On Monday
morning, the program will be
presented to t h e students at
PCC.
A special program has been
prepared for women of the area
on Monday afternoon. That pro-
gram will begin at 2 p.m. in
Room S-I12 tn the science build-
On Monday night, a communi-
ty meeting will begin at 7 in the
science building.
Other speakers on t h e pro-
programs will be Charles Han-
cock, assistant director of the of-
fice of narcotic and drug con-
trol, Kentucky Department of
Health, and Richard Throgmor.
ton, McCracken County juvenile
officer.
Hancock has brought with him
an exhibit of drugs and a dis-
play of items confiscated or col-
lected by the city of Louisville.
The exhibit will be on display
during each program.
Throgmonon will speak on the
drug problem in this area.
Texas was readmitted to the
Union March 30. 1870.
Marbles Aid
Technique Of
Eating Soup
By DICK WEST
WASHINGTON IMO — The
main thing that distinguishes us
columnists from spot news re-
porters is the amount of in-
vestigateive work we do to
bring the extra dimensions in
courrent events. I'll give you an
example:
The Federal Trade Commis-
mision FTC issued a complaint
this week asserting that a cot-
tam television soup commer-
cial was misleading because
there were marbles in the bowl.
The agency mid the marbles
kept the meat and vegetables
from sinking to the bottom,
thereby making the soup look
heftier than it normally appears.
Peers Deeply
This is information for a
news item, but a columnist is
obliged to peer more deeply
into such matters.
What I did was go home and
open a can of soup, borrow
some marbled front .,•• rrattg
son and make myself a bowl of
"cram of marble" soup.
Although the FTC views the
practice as deceptive adverts-
in on television, I must say
that I recommend it for ordi-
nary table service.
The marbles do indeed cause
the meat and vegetables to May
near the top of the bowl. This
saves you the trouble of spoon-
ing through a lot of broth in
order to reach the goodies.
If enough marbles are used
eight or nine will do for the
average size bowl, yop can
force the meat and vegetables
right up to the surface and skip
the broth entirely.
May B. Refrigerated
It is a good idea to refrigerate
the marbles. Pouring soup over
old marbles makes it cool off
quickly and saves you a lot of
Slowing, You, however, may
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prefer the marbles served atroom tempereture. Or. if youlike soup really hot, you can
hest the marbles in a skillet
before serving.
My recipe for "cream of mar-
ble" soup mils for six marbles.
The glees Aind YON can boy ata dime store will do. I personal-
ly prefer genuine agates,
I have always had rather ex-
pensive tastes
The color is matter of in-
dividual choke. Green marblesgo well with pea soup, red withbeet soup and so forth.
A word of caution: If you
borrow the marbles from youryoung son, be sure to visa
than thoroughly before serv-ing. In fart, it might be wise to
boil them, Just to be on the safe
side.
A further word of caution:If the soup is served with mar-bles, don't crumble crackers in-to the bowl. The crumbs makeIt difficult to see the marblesand they may be mistaken forpearl buttons.
(
Murray Loan Co.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
III W Main Street Phone 753-141111
•
Proliferation
CH4RLOTTE, N.C. (CPI) --
Given perfect breeding condi-
tions, a pair of ordinary house
flies could blanket the earth
three feet deep in intects in a
months, report researchers
at Orkin Exterminating Com-
pany, a division of Rollins, inc.,
pest control concern.
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CASTLEBURGERS
2 LARGE HAMBURGER PATTIES ON A TOASTED BUNWITH LETTUCE, TOMATO, CHEESE, AND OUR
TARTAR SAUCE. _
SPECIAL
Saturday,
Sunday
MILKSHAKES
6 for $100
Deva—ettit*
DRIVE-IN
For Carryout Phone 753-9059
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TAYLOR MOTORS, lic.
is up to now:
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GREAT!
Deals on Many Options.
Its happening now. The GREAT' Sale of the year. Featuring special savings onspecially equipped Fury, Belvedere, Barracuda and Valiant models. Many of yourfavorite options are yours at special savings, so make it today When thePlymouth Unbeatables have a sale it isn't lust good, it's great'
SEE THE UNBEATABLES. THEY'VE, GOT IT GREAT!
TAYLOR MOTORS, Inc.
402 Poplar Street Murray, Kentucky
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OREAL MATS POR SALE nat. ESTATE FOR SALE
SHA-WA Circle, Sbedroom
central Mr and baseboard heat,walk4n akin* 2 baths, largeutilky room with sink and cabi-nets. Large living room.
AT 1303 we bine a 3-
bedroom, central beet and air,
carpet, all bulk-ins, has nice
family room, on nice lot.
EEns HAVE one of the ftnestwe have ever seen atE You have to look
at this place to appreciate it.
Ilm beautiful home and out-
buildinst.
THREE-BEDROOM on Wiswel
Road, has central heat and air,
carpet, built-ins, carport. Lo-
osted on nice lot.
REAL NICE
V room. This is a real pe den with fireplace, lie
ibuse inside and priced at $I&
800.00. Located on North
Street.
BEAUTIFUL 3.1pris-e-In
veneer in Canterbury 'Metes.
Two baths, central heat and
air, all built-ins. With this
house you can choose your own
In carpet and colors.
iiThiCE-BEDROOM brick andle in Meadow Green Acres.
rge living room with fire-
Pace, kitchen. Has built-ins and
pretty paneling. Paved drive-
way to double carport.
IN MEDIUM priced homes we
have a 2-bedroom frame on
North lath Street, $12,000.00.
Three-bedroom frame at 107
Saudi 14th Street, $12,000-00.
4-BEDROOM, South 15th., $12,-
100.00.
apy of these houses are real
Ube places.
TWO-BEDROOM frame on Sy-
press Creek Road. Has full base-
ment, nice furniture, one acre
of land, $6,800.00.
THREE-BEDROOM stone in dr.
carman. This is a fine place
and the owner is ready to sell.
Has large bedrooms, living
.pm, large den, double garage
gpd paved driveway.
MOTHER 3-bedroom brick ve-
neer in Ciroarama. Large lot,
built-ins. Has a large living
room and dining area. This
house is priced to sell.
IN BAGWELL Manor we have
a 3-bedroom,. kitchen and den.
combination, 1% baths, carpet.
Here is a house well worth the
gpney. Better check on this
e. Just one year old.
Se DORAN ROAD you will see
this fine 5-bedroom home, all
carpet, kitchen with built-ins,
den with fireplace, open stair-
way, formal dining room, 2
baths, double garage. Let us
FIVE ACRES, landacaped. Beau-
tiful trees, '4 mile wait of
Country Club. % mile south of
Hwy. 121. First left turn west
of Penny Road. This is an op-
portunity to build your dream
home on five acres in the co-
untry. Or develop five one-acre
Iota with good building site on
each lot. For quick sale $4,500.-
00.
NICE three-bedroom home
with aluminum siding in Hazel,
Ky. Has living room, kitchen-
dining area, hardwood floors,
built-in range, cabinets, nice
bathroom, electric heat, storm
doors and windows. A utility
building 18' x 23'. Price 913,-
500.00.
BEAUTIFUL Country Estate.
Three-bedroom stone home on
a sloping yard with lots o/
tress. Game apartment, two
Norte buss for horses. 13% IN-
- fenced, Ova Mite west on
Mayfield Hwy. Kama as "Bell
Pony Farm". If hiseested in a
luxurious life in lie .en spac-
es and an opportandly to have
a reel horse for pony farm,
commercial or for pleasure.
Immediate posseasion.
ONE OF THE best in a popular
price ledge. New three-bedroom
brick home, on a level lot 128' x
236', in Fairview Acres. A sub-
division of brick homes exclus-
ively; and off the main thor-
oughfare. See and compare foryourself. Full price $18,500.00.
CALLING ALL City Farmers-
twenty-two acres approximately
two miles from southwest City
Limits of Murray. With a good
three-bedroom aluminum riding
home. Two-car carport, good
barn, large pond and 14 acre
corn base. Priced to.ael $10,,
000.00.
CHOICE LOTS-Fairview Acres
- Kingwood - Lynnwood
Estates - Sherwood Formats
and Locust Grove Road.
FULTON YOUNG Realty, eth
and Maple Streets. Murray, Ky.
Office phone 753-7333. Fulton
Young, home phone, 753-4946,
R. B. Patterson home phone,
436-5697. M-31.0
THREE-BEDROOM brick house
full air coodilioning, all elec-
tric, large- living-dining room
combination, large kitchen and
utility storage area, carport, on
extra large lot. Near Robertson
School. By owner. Call 753-1792
days or 753-8973 nights. A-2-C
show you this fine home. ,,, from Murray on a good allWITH US on this 1° weather mad. Only .7 of a mile/acre farm near Murray. The of f of the block top. Extremely
e
is nett good neighborhood, school busPROPS:HIT! In Pine and mail route. Call L. D. Wil-uff Shona, we have two nice4m, phorie 753.6903. idr_20.crfront lots and several wa-
ter view lots. Three trailers on"sod Iota, one real nice cabin
19 the waterfront.
IN GATEWAY development we
have five choice water front
IN 
lots.
LAKEWAY SHORES, there
are four good low priced lots.
PANORAMA Shores, one
reedy to build on.
lot, already has septic in,
IN CANTON Shores we have
several waterfront and lake view
lots.
IN CENTER RIDGE is a real
pray brick cottage all furn-
ished and priced to sell.
WE HAVE 20 acres of wooded
land adjoining TVA near Chan-4,}g r Park. This would make a
subdivision.R,ALL YOUR Real Estate
come by or call GUY
SPANN, REAL ESTATE AG-
ENCY at 518 West Main Na-
tional Hotel Building. Business!
Phone 7537734, Home Phone:
Guy Spann, 7532387; Louisa
Baker, 753-2409; Onyx Ray,
753-8919; Gary Young. 733-8100.
/1-14-2941
A LOVELY home site, consist
ins of 12 to 14 acres overlook-
ing a beautiful 62 acre lake.
Located approximatelY miles
NOLP WANTED
WANTED: Short-order night
cook. Apply in person, Tren-
holm's Drive-ln, 12th & Chest-
nut Trc
WANTED: Part or full time
waitress. Apply in person after
3:00 p. m. at Tom's Pins Pa-
lace. M-31-C
THE LEDGER & TIME -
NO11CS
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser-
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders. none 3t12-3170,
Lynnville, KY. April-16.0
CLOSE OUT SALE
Everything In The Store
Must Go!
Hazel Furniture
Co.
Hazel, Ky.
This Close Out Sale Is
One Of the Best Ever
Offered In This Areal
All merchandise new.
Name brands. Furniture and
bedding at Big Bargains. Bas-
sett, Yorktown, and Oxford
House by Kenlea. Tell City
and Delta hardrock maple
dining suites with buffet and
hutch to match. Living room
and den suites by Broyhill,
Bassett, Griffaw, and Byrd.
All types occasional chairs
and recliners, Murphy Miller
and others. Coffee tables with
end tables to match, various
kind and sizes.
Come See For Yourself
First Coins First Served
While Stock Lasts
Terms Cash
Everything Must Go By
MARCH 31st., 1969
H-1-T-C
FOR SALE
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Chopper.
Very good condition, new motor
and reconditioned transmission,
springer front end, flaMers bar
mounts. Call 753-6199 after
5:00 p. m. TFNC
WANTED: Cook and waitresses.
Contact Ei Pine Inn Restaurant,
Highway 68 at Jonathan Creek.
A-1-C
AVON, add to your family in-
come. Only a few hours daily.
Start your own business now.
Become an Avon Representat-
ive. Write Mrs. Evelyn L
Brown, Avon Mgr., Dist. 440,
Shady Grove Road, Marion,
Kentucky 42064.
M-28-C
WANTED: Route man, full
time. Good pay. Apply in per-
son to Jim Liptord at Jones
Cleaners, 102 North 5th., Mon-
day, Wednesday, Friday and
Saturday. ITC
I OPENING for experienced car.FT IN Canterbury Estates, penter with local building con100 x 150', huge trees, gently tractor. MI work in Murray HEL1ARC WELDING. McMillenUpping to beck, all city services, area. Good pay for the right Specialty Welding, specializingpaved street Call 753-7964 after man. Must have tools and trans- in Marine equipment. Phone* P. us- ig-h&CIPertation. Year round work. 7531295. H-M-29-CCall 753-8260 for further infor- WONDERING what to get thosenation. 14-31-c newly weds? Let "The Wishing
GORDON'S FISH & Fruit Mark-
et, Highway 94, 2 miles west of
Eggners Ferry Bridge. Fresh
Kentucky Lake catfish every
day. Vine ripe tomatoes, field
grown, 15e lb. by the basket.
Standard gas 29 9/10 per. gal.
Wholesale and Retail. Open 7
days a week. April-24-C
EDNA MILLER is now working
part time at Doris' Beauty Sa-
lon. Call 733-6474 for appoint-
ment. M-31-C
LEADING TRIPLE A rated
home manufacturers of section-
ii homes, FHA and VA approv-
ed. Wanted in the Murray, Ken-
tucky area, builder-dealer For
Information and brochures,
write: Regional Sales Manager,
Bill Stringfield, 26 Binks Drive,
Clarksville, Tenn. 37040. M-31-C
CALL 753-8061 for pure city
drinking water. Will pump and
flush out your cistern. Ask a-
bout Pre-cast concrete cisterns
for trailer, home or cabin use.
Sam Harris Water Service,
Route 5, Murray, Ky. A-I-P
* Registered *
YORKSHIRES
Boars and Open
Gilt
For Sale -
CHARLES YOUNG
Farm Located 3 Miles
West of Lynnville, Ky.,
on Highway 94
Murray Phone 733-8214
a.
HUBERTS TRADING Post and
Antiques, on Hazel Hwy. All
parts for hanging lamps and
kerosene lamps, also have old
fashioned organ with stool. Al-
most new electric range. Buy
and sell daily. Will buy your
old wadon wheels. Phone 402-
E714. 1(-28-C
ANTIQUE TRUNKS, bells, pots,
tars, bottles of all kinds. Home-
made pot hanger trees. Willie's
Place, just off 121 on Potter-
town Road, 614 Hwy. 114-28-C
EASTER DUCKS have arrived.
Come for your order now. Mur-
ray Hatchery, South 4th Street.
M-28-C
1963 MONARCH Mobile home,
10' x 52'. May be seen at Hale's
Lock Shop, Five Points. Phone
753-5980. M-28-C
1964 MODEL Week-End-Er, 7'
11' camper trailer. Phone 753-
6633. M-28-C
1963 FALCON Future, one own-
er, 4-door economy model.
Wollensak tape recorder; G. E.
Stereo record player; Dominion
portable automaiic oven; Lawn
Mower, 3% H. P.; child's play
house, plywaod; Garden tools
and water hose; chest of draw-
ers; rocking chair; car bed; car
cooler. 1612 Sunset or call 753-
1202. M-28-C
JUST A FEW left: SIC Office
Special, 3 dozen pens for the
price of 1 dozen. $10.44 value.
only 25.8R Ledger and Times
Office Supply Store. A-2-NC
1968 HONDA 90 Scrambler. Ex.
collect condition. Helmets in-
cluded. Phone 753-4526. M31 P
10' x 52' TWO-BEDROOM trail-
er plus one square acre lot.
Call 753-4563 days, 492-8607
nights. A-3-C
1968 MODEL Stylernar 12' x 50
mobile home. Carpet in livin
room, air conditioner and king
size bed. Phone 753-7447.
M-31
BABY BED. -Size 18 boys sport
coat. Phone 753-3895. M-31-C
NEW HEAVY DUTY disc blad
es. Coulter blades and plo
points. Get our price before Yo
buy. Vinson Tractor Company
7534892. May-1
STONE SALES has received a
shipment of Indiana limestone.
A building done for resident-
ial and commercial buildings.
Call 753-3754 after 5:00 p. m.
Eurie Pogue, East Highway 94,
Murray, Ky. A-3-C
TIRED OF mopping floors?
Shop Ken-Ten Building Supply
for all your carpet needs, 207
Maple, 753-8583. M-29-C
ABOUT 47 scree open land 5
miles wed on Highway 1550.
4bacres good bottom land, nice
Mding site on black top,
0,000.00 Terms. Galloway In-
, eirence and Real Estate Agen-
ey, Murray, Kentucky, Phone
153-5642. M-31-C
WANT1D TO ISENT Well" in Western Auto help
you. M-29-CWANTED: One or two-bedroom
unfurnished house out BELTONE factory fresh hear-
limits 
city .limits on paved road. moat have Intl Sid batteries for all make
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.running water and bath. Rent
reasonable. Phone 753-1916 and H-1TC
ask for Mary. ITT4C 
BONANZA MOBILE HOMES
ONE ONLY
Total Electric 12-Ft. Wide, 
2-Bedroom Mobile Home
$389100at  
Choice of Decors and Appliances on
Other ModeLs
ALL MUST GO!
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to exprees our sin-cere thanks for the cards, tele-phone calls, flowers and food
during the illness and death ofour loved one, Mrs. Sophie C.Odom.
Our special thanks to Dr.
Hart, Dr. Hal Houston and Dr.
Charles Mercer and the nurses
of the Callovssy County Hos-
pital.
Mr. & Mrs. Calvin P. Morris
1TP
BUY WOOL SLACKS and sweat-
ers at half price. Spring sports-
wear arriving now. Stop and
see. The Stripe Shop, 003
South 4th St. April-114
MURRA
AUTOMOGILEII POR SALO
1967 01.0SMORII  98 Luxury
sedan. Burgandy with black
vinyl roof, with factory air and
all power. 1963 Comet 4-door
sedan, V-8. Automatic, power
steering. Cain and Taylor Gull
Station. Corner of 0th and Main.
11.31-C
1987 COUGAR, new $1775.00.
Phone 753-8555. 11-28-P
1985 BUICK Electra 225. B
vinyl roof, factory air and all
power. 1963 Mustang. Auto
lc. Console in the floor. Cain
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn-
er of 6th and Main. M-31-C
1988 CHRYSLER New Yorker,
factory air and all power. Extra
nice. 1965 Buick LaSabre with
factory air, power steering and
brakes. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Station. Corner of fith and Main.
S. .11-C
K Y
 ,4621,6111.111••  TelleaniandeliNlls
FRIDAY - MARCH 28, 1969
POI RIMY
4-BEDROOM one panelled) Ma-
stery brick home for rent. New
gas furnace, carport, large utili-
ty. Excellent location, 1000
Sharp Street. Available March
22. Key is at 205% N. 10th St.
Murray. Write Bob Gess, 1618
S. W. 10th Street, Ft. Lauder-
dale, Fla. Phone 524-5341. TFC
APARTMENT
FOR RENT
• Furnished or
Unfurnished
• Wall-to-Wall Carpet
• Air Conditioning
• Modern Kitchen
EMBASSY
APARTMENTS
Call 753-4331
1965 OLDSMORILF 88, 4-doo
hardtop with factory air and
power. 1965 Chevrolet, 6-cylind
er, automatic, power steering,
4-doer sedan. Cain and Taylo
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Main. 14-31-C
1966 CHEVROLET Super Sport.
Power steering and brakes
Low mileage. V-8 with au
matic. Phone 753-8359. M-28-C
1964 CHEVROLET Impala,
door sedan, automatic, pow
steering and brakes. Tinted
glass. 1962 Chevrolet Impala, 2-
door hardtop. White. Cain and
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
6th and Main. M-31-C'
1964 PONTIAC Grand Prix, with
factory air and power. 1963
Dodge, 4-door sedan. Cain an
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner o
0th and Main. M-31-C
1960 PONTIAC Ventura 2-dsio
hardtop. New motor and auto-
matic transmission. Call 7
5560.
1963 FORD Fairlane 500, 4-door
sedan, automatic and power
steering. 1963 Pontiac Catalina
4-door sedan. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Main. M-31-C
1962 CHEVROLET Impala sta-
tion wagon. Automatic, power
steering and brakes. 1962 Pont.
lac Catalina, 2-door hardtop
with air. Cain and Taylor Gull
Station. Corner of 6th and Main.
111-31-C
1961 RAMBLER. Good fishing
car. First good offer accepted.
See at Boone's Cleaners on Main.
A-2-C
1.962 CHEVROLET Impala, 2-
door hardtop. Black with red
interior. 1966 Oldsmobile Delta
88, 2-door hardtop. Cain and
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of6th and Main. M-31-C
GREY NIGHTCRAWLERS and
Red Worms. Be sure and try
these Grey Night-crawlers! For
this vicinity the Grey Night
crawlers are very new. They are
resistant to heat and to cold.
For your bait needs, Call 753-
2450, or see Lee Smith on the
1960 CHEVROLET pick-up
truck. 1965 Buick Skylark, 4-
door sedan. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Main. M-31 -C
WANTED TO BUY
New Concord Highway' Watch WANTED: Used panel truck Infor the signs. TFNC good condition. Prefer a Chev-
rolet. Call 7534516. M-31-CCLEAN carpets with ease. Blue
Lustre makes the job a breeze.
Rent electric shampooer $1.
Tidwell's Paint Store. M-211-C
CARPET colors looking dim?
Bring 'em back-give 'em
Use Blue Lustre! Rent electric
shampooer $1. Western Auto
Store. M-29-C
TREAT RUGS right, they'll be
a delight if cleaned with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
$1. Big K.
LAKE COTTAGE - Instant lilt
ing in a completely furnished
ready to live in Milne. The
cheapest way to buy • second
home. Murray Mobile Homes,
Hwy. 841 South. Phone 753-
3640. 11-31-C
FULL SIZE 4' x 8' Pool table
with equipment Heavy table
for home tile. Call 7535712.
clays only. M-31-NC
DISGUSTED with painting old
walls! We are known for bet-
ter quality paneling at reason-
able prices. Ken-Ten Building
Supply, 207 Maple, 753-8583.
1,1-211-C
Earthquake Formed Lake
F ULTON , h UPI)
Reelfoot Lakepnear the western
Kentucky-Tennessee border, wasCourted in 1811-12 by a series'of earthquakes which causedsunken land to be flooded bythe Mississippi River. The lake
coven about 70 square miles.
NEWLY DECORATED 2-be4
room furnished apartment with
kitchen and den. Air condition-
er, carpet and electric beat.
Married couple only. Located
100 South 13th Street May be
seen at Kelly's Pest Control.
TFC
TWO-BEDROOM trailer. Elec-
tric heat, air conditioner. Rent,
$50.00 per month. Phone 4810-
3623 11-29-C
HOUSE TRAILER., air _condi-
tioner, garbage disposal, out-
door storage. Located down-
town. Call 753-5817 or 753-1257.
M-29-C
3-ROOM FURNISHED apart-
ment with private bath, newly
decorated. Phone 753-5945.
M-29-C
ONE-BEDROOM furnished a-
partment, located on Brood
Street. Couples only. For ap-
pointment phone 492-8534 after
5:00 p. m 11-29-C
BUSINESS BUILDING on Hwy.
641 in Hazel. Suitable for body
shop, clean-Up shop or retail
More. Call Ralph Latimer 498-
8728. M-31-P
BRICK HOUSE on .908 North
16th., one block from Univer
sity. Newly decorated, available
now. Contact T. G. Shelton
1709 Calloway. M-31-P
IN Anompar
In loving wasery of our
Mother and Grandmother, Mrs.
Lovie 0. Smith Travis, who
passed away March 30, 1957, and
our dear Father and Grandfa-
ther, Mr. Ira L Travis who
joined her in Heaven, Angus'
31, 1961.
God saw you were getting
tired.
He did what he thought hutHe put his arms around you,
and
Whispered, "Come with me to
No one knows our longing
and
No one sees us weep.
We shed our tears from an
aching heart,
While others are fast asleep.
It's no wonder that we loved
you and
Miss you more each day.
God mud have been short on
special angels
The day he took you away.
Sadly missed and forever
loved. Children and
Grandchildren
1TP
OFFICE SPACE, V. block from
Court House. Newly carpeted
and paneled, central air condi.
tioning. Phone 753-7112. A-3-C
SERVICES OFFERED
HORSES: At stud, 2 regist-
ered 5 gaited stallions, Pre-
miers Pride by Stonewall Pre-
mier, Ensigns Majestic Style by
Majestic Ensign. Top breeding
In USA. One registered Welch
pony, show type. Sales-Train-
ing-Boarding. Blackwell Sta-
bles. Route 1, Murray, Ky. Phone
753-6977. March-31-C
TAILORING and alterations. 22
years experience. Georgine
Wells, 304 North 7th Street.
M-28-C
KITCHEN LOOK old and drib?
No fuss. No mess, just pull your
Old cabinets out and have beau-
tiful new cabinets. Ken-Ten
Building Supply, 207 Maple,
phone 753-6583.
WILL DO oil changes, oil filt-
ers, lubrications and car wash-
es. L. D. Workman Oil Co., 408
South 4th.
WILL KEEP small children in
my home week days. Phone
753.6648. 11-29-C
FISHERMEN!!
Are you tired of that empty string-
er? Try our "GREY" WORM. The
Bass are ready for this treat! Good
for all fish!
COMMERCIAL FISHERMEN . . .
SPECIAL PACKAGE DEAL
Lee Smith
ifs mile from Court Square - Concord H
Phone 753-2450
IN! MEMORY
In mesry of Purn Nance
who passea away two years ago
bxLiy, March 28, 1967.
Daddy Dear you went away,
Even though you've gone to
stay
Our love for you lads from
day to day.
With heart aches and tears we
have to pay
Because you were taken away.
We will meet you again some-
day,
And the pain in our hearts will
be taken away.
Sadly missed by your family,
The ones who love you.
Rozelle, Joe and Jean,
Daytha and Dale
ITC
Pi MEMORY
One of the most pleasant
things in the world is going on a
journey, but on March 30th.,
1968, when our beloved, Lu-
cille Humphreys Brandon left
us for the great beyond, we,
who loved her mother, sisters,
brother, husband, sons and
family could see ncthing pleas-
ant.
Today as the first anniver-
sary of her going approaches we
realize as we travel down
memory's tape, we shall never
lose her. We recall her won-
derful life from childhood un-
til her going away-a life filled
with kind deeds, loving care
of her family, a friend who al-
ways stood by when needed.
So we say, God bless the
friends who stand by when
nothing else can be done. To-
day, we realize that truth and
beauty cannot die and like love
they are eternal. Blessed are
they who have the gift of mak-ing friends. This gift Lucille
possessed and we realize thatshe has left to us this priceless
heritage. It involves many thingsbut above all going out of onesway to help others.
May our faith, our hope, andour love renew as we travel theself-same road made beautifulby a lovely life beautifully liv-ed for all who knew her. Asthe years come and go this pic-ture of a beautiful characterwill, grow more vivid as werecall her simple life lived forthose she loved so dearly.
Faith, her faith, is the great-est kind of faith-born of love.
By: Mrs. Lowell Key,
Mrs. E. T. Humphreys,
Mrs. Dorothy Eaker and
Mr. Buddy Humphreys
1TP
City Ordinance
ORDINANCE NUMBER 493,
BEING AN ORDINANCE A-
MENDING ORDINANCE NUM-
BER 480 SO AS TO CHANGE
THE LICENSE TAX ON IN-
SURANCE AGEN'TS AND GEN-
ERAL INSURANCE AGEN-
CYS. ORDINANCE NUMBER
480 BEING AN ORDINANCE
FIXING AND REGULATING
THE LICENSE TAXES, AND
MANNER AND FORM OF
GRANTING AND ISSUING
SAME ON THE VARIOUS
LINES OF BUSINESS, OCCU-
PATIONS, PROFESSIONS,
TRADES, AND CALLINGS IN
THE CITY OF MURRAY, KEN-
TUCKY, AND PROVIDING
PENALTIES FOR NON-PAY-
10INT THEREOF, AND FOR
VIOLATION THEREOF, AND
MAKING IT UNLAWFUL TO
ENGAGE IN ANY SUCH LINES
OF BUSINESS, OCCUPATIONS,
PROFESSIONS, TRADES, AND
CALLINGS WITHOUT FIRST
PAYING THE LICENSE TAX
AND PROCURING LICENSES
AS PROVIDED THEREIN:
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
COMMON COUNCIL OF TIre
CITY OF MURRAY, KEN-
TUCKY, AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION I: The following
language contained in Section
II of Ordinance Number 480,
to-wit: "Insurance Agent or
Agency, General Insurance,
each . . $100.00" is hereby re-
pealed and stricken from said
ordinance. In lieu thereof, the
following language is enacted
and substituted for the lang.
uage hereinbefore repealed, to-
wit: "Generel Insurance Agen-
cy. $50.00 for first agent: and
$25.00 for each additional agent
not to exceed a total of $100.00
per agency."
SECTION 11: Any ordinance
or portion of ordinance of the
City of Murray, Kentucky, in
conflict herewith is hereby re-
pealed to the extent of such
conflict and to such extent only.
In all other respects, Ordinance
Number 480 is hereby reaffirm-
ed.
PASSED ON FIRST READ-
ING ON THE 27TH DAY OF
MARCH, 1969.
COMMON COUNCIL,
CITY OF MURRAY,
KENTUCKY
BY: Holmes Ellis, Mayor
City of Murray,
Kentucky
ATTEST:
Stanford Andrus
Clerk, City of Murray,
Kentucky 1TC
Hot Car'
COVINGTON, Ky. (t PI) - A
stolen c ity -o wned auto literally
became a 'hot car" recently.
'The thieves abandoned it at a
downtown intersection when it
caught fire.
Eugene Fisher. city housing
inspector to whom the car was
i 
d, said it was stolen fromassigne
of a building where he
.had gone on business.
During flood periods the
Mississippi River can pump as
much as 3 million cubic feet of
water per second into Louisiana.
CLASSIFIED ADS
PAY
DIAL
753-1916
14' JOHN Boat, 61" beam, N-Ta;
Kraft. 30 H. P. Elgin electric
start and steering plus trailer.
Call 753-7467 before 3.00 p. in.
II-29-P
1968, 180 HONDA with scram-ble equipment, ‘400.00. Call753-7224.
TREAT YOURSELF to a gift of
beauty and distinction.,Table of
half-price gift items Complete
new line of picture framing.
Visit The Gallery, one block
from Five Points on Mayfield
Hwy. Hours, 12-5 daily A-2-C\
Help Wanted
•
Experienced Cashiers with
Grocery Background
Only Need Apply
•
SAY-RITE DISCOUNT .
m31c
 CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Cut
4 [,Ira
9 Seed container
12 Eggs
13 Small drum
14 Reverence
15 Meeting
17 Showy
ornament
19 Carts name
21 Negative
22-Shade
25-Residue
27 Above and
touching
31 The sell
32 Calumny
34 Indian mulberry
35-Occupy a chair
36•Pecial digit
37-A state (abb. )
311Finishet1
StSpantsA for
42-Period of time
13 Royal Naval
Reserve (abbr )
44 Check
45 Cooled lava
47 Pitch
49 Sovereign's
home
53 Fondle
57 Beverage
58 Supplu ales
60 Ventilate
61 Insect egg
62 Junctures
61 Afternoon party
DOWN
1 Jump
2 Girl's name
3 Armed
conflu t
4 Stalk
5 One who hands
out salaries
6-14ebre. month
7-Decay
8-Ireland
9-Dance step
10-0e in debt
11-A state (abbr I
16-Permit
18-Loop
20 Snake
22-1nstruct
73.Eskinvo's hut
24-Negative
26-Word spelled
28Mae another, but
different in 35-Flat fish 49-Contaonersound and sense 39-Greek letter- A-Moharrirnedan28-Symbol for 40- (kph:newtnameMickel (abbr.) 51 Place29-Japanese 41 Note of scabs 52-11eforegateway 44 TAtisgs. in kw 54-Make lace30-Vegetable 46 -Mountains M 35-Falsehood32-8. ill Europe 96-Period of time33-Land measure 4111-Tabtaland 5.9-Caoled lava
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
HOU EMILIO E/Gl2
COU UMP13 OREVJ
TOJODU MOM PM
Miraii MNT
U3U0 oaa WWI
MOO OMR 000
MT UMMAGIOU WN
0111C MSG MOM
OUPU 000 NOU9won OTN OOR
OG OMO momm
MINI @OEM CII1L1mu mon uou
Di tr. by United nattier Synolwo. I • /9
,
MIMI FIRE — Fichired le a wane beide,
west at the fire at the merit overcoat Mop this
Aniroximately 300 mimes were
without a job today as fire leveled
building.
TEE LEDGER 4 TIMES — MUER•Y, KENTUCKY
1
MERIT C LOTmiNG Company's neaten morn mc in a raging firs that leveled the
shop untamed at least 5400,1111MI1umma gab bu Wine. Pictured Is a scene at the fire.
By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
Nos Ina, American Polaris
stSillelase have been slipping
Et aqui eat Of the Spanish base
• Beia aid American war plan-
es hare hats patrolling the Med-
tterrasees from three Spanish
• • This wok the United States
and *Ms mid Odes Sas mach
▪ is virell Os Misr et Om to
esedmis &sir old* sessigs-
"Cabs Ilkstavessasat
.111 be resehat
For Span Rie alrentlelit ros-
ined on Sgt. and re-
NNW Miele inn lhays five-
yor segments, had hema good
One.
removed Slain from isolation
ABS pat her into partnership with
the richest cation in the world.
To develop the bases the Unit-
ed States spent more than $400
million.
In addition, Spain woo $700
million in arms and $2 billion
In economic aid.
With France out of the military
arm of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization and with Soviet pre-
sence in the Mediterranean on
the rise, Spain last year decided
to raise the price.
The result was months of hagg-
ling and a serious reconsiderat-
ion by the United States on the
worth of bases acquired during
the depths of the cold war and
before the development of today's
long-range weaponry, including
missiles.
As the treaty reached its n-
piration date on Sept. 26, 1968,
4aln's price tag stood at $200
million a year in military aid,
plus a mutual defense agreement.
The United States refused both,
but a six-month period of grace
permitted the two sides to con-
tinue their nevotiations until Ma-
WALLIS DRUG
. Pb.. 7ss-trn
* PIESCEIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
We Nave It —We W WM Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WTTH
PARKER FORD INC.
753-6273 *Murray, Ky.
I-ARGE VOLUME — I4W PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WELL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
- - GET THE MESSAGE
Lassiter &
Mc
.non..4•11.
GLASS
COMPANY
Authorized Dealer and Installer
for LIBBEY-OWENS
FORD GLASS
PLATE GLASS • WINDOW GLASS • STOR
FRONTS • ALL TYPES MIRRORS •
ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT AUTO GLASS
All Work is GUARANTEED
and approved by insurance
companies of Murray
7534111 810 SYCAMORE
rch 26,1969.
Spain argued that the increas-
ing Soviet strength in the Med-
iterranean and the presence of
the American bases exposed her
more than previously to retalia-
tory or preventive attack. She
needed the arms, she said, to
increase h.er defensive strength.
The United States replied that
It was willing to pay more but
not nearly what the Spanish were
asking. It also refused any mutual
defense treaty, which would re-
quire congressional approval.
In the United States there were
other than military doubts.
One concerned the political
wisdom of a close relationship
with a ruled by Genera-
lissimo FranciscoS    Franco. The
state of emergency imposed last
January, strictly limiting Span-
ish freedoms, roused further do-
ubts. The state of emergency
since has been lifted, although
with a warning that it may be
imposed again.
South Central Bell
Chief Operator
South Central Bell recently
announced the appointmen of
Mrs. Juanita Gates as thief
operator for the Mallsosville
office.
Mrs. Gates replaced' Mrs.
Catherine Jankowski who was
transferred to Henderson, Ky.
Mrs. Gates is a lathe of
Murray, Ky. She began her
telephone career in 1952 as
an operator in Mayfield. In
1959 she was promoted togroup
chief operator in Hopkiasville
and to chief operator in May-
field in 1963. In 1966 she re-
turned to Hopkinsville as chief
operator where she served until
her appointment in Madir.on-
elite.
Mrs. Gates has two children
ages 15 and IL
Hog Market
Contract
(Continued From Pew Oslo)
standpipe will be on a 300
300 foot lot.
The standpipe together with
a large line running out the
Lynn Grove Highway to connect
to the standpipe is expected to
cost about $175,000.
Further construction on the
sewerage treatment plant is ere
pected to be about $50,000.
Trotter told the council that
the Bee Creek line finances are
in good order Federal grants
In the amount of $188,000 have
been received by the system
for construction of the Bee
Creek line with the system hav-
ing to furnish about $140,000
toward the contract price.
In other system work the
sewer extension on the Benton
Road to connect with the pro-
posed Bee Creek line will east
the system about $40,000. A
water line on 641 North will
cost about $75,000. This line
will be installed when neces-
sary to serve Industry in that
area.
The present standpipe must
be repaired and repainted at a
cost of about $15,000. This can-
not be done however until the
new standpipe is constructed.
In other Water an eswer
System business bids were re-
ceived on pipe, fittings, velvet,
etc. for use on the Lynn Grove
road water line. The American
Cast Iron Company won the
bid on 9200 feet of ductile pipe,
various tees, plugs and bends.
Clow Corporation won the bid
on 18 inch valves. Other bidd-
en were Petter Supply and
General Pipe and Supply Com-
pany.
Separate bids were taken on
water system materials such as
ells, tees, plugs, valves. etc.
Fetter Supply won the bid of
$1551.34 on these items with
General Pipe and Supply bidd-
ing $1,511.50, American Cast
Iron $1,560.54, and United
States Pipe and Foundry 81,-
610.31.
Petter Supply bid $1,232.00
on two valve gat.:s and General
Pipe and Supply bid $1,239.00.
Since bids were so close Petter
Supply received both contracts,
both on the two valve gates and
the other material.
Standard Oil won the bidding
on bulk gasoline for the Street
and Sanitation Systems at 24 49
cents per gallon. Their bid in-
cluded the installation of a
1000 gallon tank. One other bid
was lower, however the city
would have to furnish its own
tank. The council indicated that
the cost of the tank, plus main-
tenance would offset the slight-
ly higher cost of the gasoline
of the successful bidder.
Federal State Market News
Service, Friday. March 28, 1969
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 10 Buy-
ing Stations,
Receipts 1160 Heed, Barrows
and Gilts Mostly Steady, Irwtan-
ees 25 cents Lower; Sows, Stea-
dy,
US 2-3 200-240 lbs $2025-3075;
US 24 190440 ins $19 75-20.25;US 2-4 230-260 the $19 25-19.75;
US 3-4 250-260 lios $19 00-1928;SOWS:
US 1-2 270 350 lbs $17.50-18-Hi.US 1-3 300-550 lbs $17 00-17.50.US 2-3 500-650 ilas 816•0017.00
OXFORD. Ohio -(1.14)
Vi hen he received his bill for Mr-
grey from Fort liamilion I10.-
vital in nearby Hamilton. Jam,*
itattiorf, 50. nearly had • relaro-
The bgl was for ri.1.660.
OHO 11 00.
of conceded
ale. lolling machine may have
made a issmillake and promised to
make an edgmaiment in the bill.
The extra trash pickup for
the summer will begin on April
2 and will continue for thirty
days. Residents will be advised
as to the schedule. This pickup
will be in addition to the re-
gular garbage pickup.
The council will meet on next
Thursday instead of the second
Thursday in April because of
the KEA vacation.
Applications are now being
received by the City Clerk,
Standford Andrus, for City Fire-
men. Applicants should call st
the office of the city clerk and
fill out an application form.
New radio equipment will be
purchased for the city pollee
department. Motorola will fur-
nish the new transistorized
equipment at a cost of $976.00
plus installation. General Elect-
ric was the other bidder at
$1,075 plus tax, freight and in-
stallation. The new equipment
will update present radio equip-
ment which is the tube type.
The tiresent equipment also is
about eleven years old.
An ordinance on control of
dogs in the city was discussed.
The council generally agreed
that something must be done
to control dogs roaming over
the city, through school yards,
etc. In some areas it was point-
ed out, dogs interfere with de-
livery of city mail. Ordinances
front other towns will be in-
vestigated before the city fin-
alizes an ordinance for Mut
ray.
Chief of Police James Brown
gave his report for the period
March 15 to March 27 as fol.
lows: reckless driving speed-
ers 3. curfew violations 2, im-
proper registration 1. unneces-
sary noise 1. disregarding stop
sign 4, drinking beer in public
2, public drunks 7. DWI 3,
disorderly conduct 2. no oper-
ator's license I. possession of
alcohol 2, petty larceny .1, ob-
taining communications by
fraud 3. Total wrecks for the
month so far amount to 48 and
the number of improper park-
ing tickets numbered 131
In the semi-tropir al lower
Rio Grande Valley of Texas the
average January temperature is
74 degree.
• a •
The Xrm Si tfl tank geb
one-half mile to a gallon of gar
and its to -peed is 10 mile, at
hour
Police Report
(Continued Preen Paw One)
aorn 
up by 
thatBowbr,i vaiisbutheid been began
Hospital officials edd
arrived at the boggled at 2:1
a. m. and was Nigeria
multiple contusions and &brim
ions. He was x-reyed and ad-
mitted as a patient to the
pitalfor further & Timo observation.ser:ittork.
The Ledger 
with Sgt. James Foy of the May
field 
erasngil°13°pat
ice 
i:ii:rtmentent Pa" Win the Fullhead 
er-Morgan Hospital at Mayne
suffering with a gun shot wo
in both
b°. 
legs.
Sgt P said the Mayfiel
police found Whitehead in
truck at the Church of
parking lot at 7th and Coll
Streets, Mayfield, at 1:55 a.
this morning.
The Mayfield policeman sa
whitahead gave the followi
account of the fracas that oc
cured near the Murray-Callo
County Hospital in Murray:
-Whitehead said he was walk
ing down a sidewalk in Marra
near the hospital when Thwes
allegedly drove by in a car`
struck a gun at him. Whitehea
said Thweatt got out of the
car, hit him with the gun in
the back of the head and at
the two fought with one minim
the gun evidently went off and
Whitehead was shot in the legs
Whitehead said he got back is
his truck and drove to Mayfielt
to the parking lot evidently
passing out at that time."
Sgt. Foy said Whitehead did
not not say where his truck
was at the time of the alleged
altercation in Murray or whe-
ther he had been driving it be-
fore the incident occured.
Whitehead will undergo sur-
gery as one of -the veins was
severed by the shot, but it ii
thought he will be all right, ac-
cording to Sgt. Foy.
No warrants for any arrests
have been made by either per-
son as yet, according to both
the Murray and Mayfield Police
Departments_
Spring
(Co/Massed Frees Page One)
the money in the fund. This
was done so that interest would
be received on the money until
the kitchen is built.
The minutes were read and
the treasurer's report given by
Mrs. Dan Billington, secretary-
treasurer.
Reports of the state subject
matter chairmen were given by
the county chairmen who are as
follows!
Mrs. N P. Cavitt, family life;
Mrs. Hardiman Miller. home
management; Mrs. Alvin Usrey,
home furnishing; Mrs. Alfred
Taylor, clothing; Mrs. Holmes
Dian, cultural development;
Mrs. R. D. McDaniel, issues and
concerns; Mrs. Jewell McCal-
Ion, foods.
The president appointed Mrs
Usrey to fill the unexpired term
of Mrs Cedric Paschall as home
furnishing chairman, Mrs. Rob-
ert Hendon as issues and con-
eern chairman, and Mrs. Tom-
my Miller as housing chairman.
County council delegates to
the State Homemakers meeting
In Lexington March 19 and 20
were Mrs. Max Hurt, Mrs. N. P.
Cavitt, and Mrs. Holmes Dunn.
Other delegates from the
county attending the state meet-
ing were Mrs. J. A. Outland and
Mrs. Rollie Alderdice of the
Pottertown Club. Mrs. Lowell
Palmer of the Wadestioro Club,
skid Mrs. Alfred Murdock of
the Lynn Grove Club.
The Homemakers representt
tires on the Calloway County
Extension Council are — Mrs.
Ray Broach, Mrs. Alfred Tay-
lor, Mrs. Holmes Elkins, Mrs.
Jewell McCallon. Mrs. Harold
Eversmeyer, Mrs. Robert Mc-
Cage.
Program planning ideas from
the clubs were brought by the
presidents: Coldwater. Mrs. Ru-
dy Burnett; East, Mrs. Hoyt
Craig; Harris Grove, Mrs. Bill
Wrsther; New Concord, Mrs.
Charlie Stubblefield; Provid-
ence, Mrs. Hardiman Miller,
North Murray, Mrs. John Work-
man; Progressive. Mrs. M. D.
Hasse& South Murray, Mrs.
James Witherspoon; South
Pleasant Grove, Mrs. Milford
Orr; South Pleasant Grove, Mrs.
Dennis Boyd; Suburban, Mrs.
Holmes Dunn, Wadesboro, Mrs.
Lowell Palmer; West Side, Mrs.
W. A. Erwin.
Other clubs sending their re
pert were: Almo, Mrs. Luke
Woodard; Paris Road, Mrs. Wal.
ter Duke; Town and Country,
Mrs. Bobby Grogan; Other
clubs are Dexter. Mrs Howard
Methis, Mrs. Holmes Elkins;
New Hope, Mrs. Franklin Bur-
keen; Lynn Grove, Mrs. Alfred
Murdock.
I /pioeitt ins are the only
pouched animals in North
%merit a the female having a fur
lined pouch on her belly for
carry ing y DU ng
,;.
SEEN I HEARD . .
(Ceseletwed Pram Pegs Owe)
Fire Chief nevi] Robertson...
a credit to the Murray Wire
Department and to the c011e.
mutiny. A good LaMar, nava
acts as an instructor 1111116 year
at the state fire whoa
Owe Amaryllis is wide opila,
four huge blooms.
We had two Black Moors in
our aquarium, and dern if the
other fish didn't eat then.
Otherwise everything Is remain-
ing stable.
Storied to sit down on lb.
couch the other night and hit
the front of one leg on the cot'
nor of the coffee table. In about
fifteen minutes a big swelling
developed.
We never did care much for
coffee tables and this incident
firms up this thinking. About
all we ever did with them is to
run into them, stub a toe on
them, and if they had a glass
top, break them. Wife says we
could watch where we are go-
ing so this could bear some ser-
ious thought.
Zia of the jonquils are open
and the Japonica Is budding
out. Saw some Forsythia in
bloom today. Mowed parts of
the yard last Saturday. We don't
Intend to fertilize this year.
The last time we did It, we had
to mow twice • week. We think
we will just keep the gram at
a point where Ills a faint green.
Funeral Rites Held
For Mrs. Art.
The funeral for Mrs. Jo
S. (Stella) Abort was held today
at two p. m. at the chapel of
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Dr. H. C. Chiles of-
ficiating.
Pallbearers were Bobby Dale
Spiceland, F. H. Spiceland Jr.,
Bobby Gene Spiceland, Cecil
Spiceland, Ted Spiceland, and
J. W. Cathey, all nephews.
The members of the Fidelis
Sunday School Class of the First
Baptist Church served as an
honorary group for the funeral.
Burial was in the Murray
Cemetery with the arrange-
nienU by the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
Mrs. Ahart, age 78, died Wed-
nesday at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Survivors are her husband,
Johnnie; two daughters, Mrs.
James M. Brown and Mrs. Lloyd
Boyd; two granddaughters,
Misses Barbara L. Brown and
Linda Gail Boyd; two sisters
Mrs. Henry Dawson and Mrs.
R. B. Kirks; three brother, Li-
nus, Clyde. and Lloyd Spice,
land.
FRIDAY — MARON 28. 128%
WOODEN WAVER MAIN REPLACED Mayor Clifford Kelloggholds a piece Of wooden water main workmen are replacingin Olivet. Mich. The section is part of about a mile of woodenmain which has served the city since the early 19008 whenOlivet's first water system was installed.
Speci,a1 Pre-Easter
(Cseninwid Prom Page One)
wW, be held at Gleason Hall
and the procession will then
be to the church at eight a. m.
Masses are held regularly at
the church each Sunday at
eight a. m., eleven a. m., and
4:30 p. m.
On Holy Thursday, April 3,
a special service commemorat-
ins the Le Supper of The Lord
will be held at six p. m. at St.
Leo's.
The Good Friday service on
April 4 will be at 5:30 p. m.,
and the Easter Vigil service
on Saturday at 10:45 p.
The public is invited to at-
tend these services.
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) —
The flve-day Kentucky weather
outlook, Saturday through Wed-
nesday.
Temperatures will average 10
to 15 degrees below the normal
58-66 highs and 36-45 lows.
Precipitation will average a
tenth to a quarter of an inch
at the beginning of the period.
'rimy CARE
NES YORK (UPI) For
every dollar donated by
Americans in 1968. CARE de.
livered $6.52 in aid to the
world's needy people. To multi-
ply the public contributions, the
nited States donates farm
abundance, and local govern-
ments share the operating votes
CARE's food. self-help and
medical privrams.
•
10k CORRECI
1 TIME and
1 TEMPIRAIURE
DAY OR
IAZ 753 6363
1101'11N liANh
of
KEN-LAKE ANGUS ASSOCIATION
_Jrpinf cid/
SATURDAY. MARCH fl 1%!
at 12:00 Noes (C.S.T.)
at
Proven (round Angus Farms Sale Rarn
at
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY M ItHOLAND
krraterl Smile. from Paducah toward Kentucky is. r.
ii miles from Dsmi
'Sale Horn rn Suite Hutilway 2214 ((Id Heaton Knoell 1 mile from tteollanct
Mod INImere
*am lammomr
10 Bolls
SELLING:
46 Females
Come witit 11,1•10
of Need glad Opeo Neaten
Itegleeired Angus Canis
A 'I.TIONEEK : Marlin Wood ro
Urttaita, Ohio.
Maxim Mew
Prealdeat
NOTICE
EFFECTIVE THE FIRST OF APRIL
SHOLAR's
AUTO REPAIR
will be
CLOSED
All Day On
SATURDAY
Until Further Notice
- • -
We invite you to come by for all your
needs Monday through Friday, 7 'til
5, or call 753-1751.
The
EMPLOYEES AND MANAGEMENT
-
